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CHA-PTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
Define the time series 
Y, = Z a.Y, . + e, t = 1,2,... (1.1) 
t C t-j t 
- t - -p+1^  -P+2,... ,0 
where (y ^ ,^y ... ^y^ ) ' is an initial vector of constants and 
is a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random, 
variables with mean zero and variance cr^ . The characteristic equation 
associated with (l.l) is given by 
nf - S a-TsP'^  = 0 . (1.2) 
0=1 " 
is said to be an autoregressive process of order p. If the roots 
of (1.2) are less than one in modulus converges to a 
stationary process as t —>=. We shall consider estimation and hypothesis 
testing procedures for a = {cl, ,0.^ ,... ,a )' when one or more of the roots 
~  ^C p 
of (1.2) has modulus greater than or equal to one. An autoregressive 
time series of this type is termed explosive (mildly explosive if 
max| m. | = 1). Autoregressive processes with roots equal to one have been 
4 ' J' 
V 
termed integrated autoregressive processes. 
Given a realization (Y ^ _,Y ... ; Y ) of n+p observations on the 
p"^  order autoregressive process, let a= (^  ...,«_) ' denote the 
2 
least squares estimator of a obtained by regressing on , 
 ^for t = 1,2,...,n. Under normality of the e^ 's a is known to be the 
maximum likelihood estimator of a (see APPENDIX A). If |m^ | <1 for 
j - 1,2,...,p then under the above assumptions on the e^ 's (see Mann and 
Wald (19^ 3) 3,nd Anderson (1959) â is a consistent estiz^ t^or for ^  
- a) has a limiting normal distribution, and the usual regression 
tests and confidence intervals concerning a are applicable in large 
samples. 
The sample sizes, however, under which the asymptotic theory is 
applicable may be very large if there are characteristic roots near one in 
modulus. In contrast, when max| m. | > 1 this asymptotic theory does not 
hold. We shall consider several cases where the least squares regression 
estimator â provides a consistent estimator of a. We shall also consider 
confidence intervals and tests of hypotheses for important linear combina­
tions of the elements of the parameter vector a. 
Assume we have n+p observations on the time series {Y .^} given by 
(1.1). The maximum likelihood estimator of a under normality of the e^ /s 
-LO ^u.vs:,.xx w J 
A 
% = «SA Zn (1.3) 
where 
^  =  1 , 2 , J  -  1 ,2 , . . . , : . ,  
(^ )j - Y^  j - 1,2, ...,n . 
3 
We shall consider the properties of à, of = n Z (Y - Y,)^ , 
A t=l t 
and of the associated 'F' tests for a. We shall also consider the estima­
tion and hypothesis testing problems when the defining equatioi for Y^  
contains a polynomial trend as in model (1.4). Define 
k - P 
Y, = Z cz.t + Z p.Y, . + e. t = 1,2,... , (1.4) 
 ^ i.o  ^ j=i  ^
= t = -JH-l, -p+2,..0. 
Literatiire Review 
Most of the time series literature has been concerned with stationary 
time series. Anderson (194-2) studies the serial correlation coefficients 
for the first order autoregressive process and develops the distribution 
of these statistics under the null hypothesis that Y^  = e^ . 
Mann and Wald (19^ 3) study the p^  ^order stationary autoregressive 
process of model (l.l). Mann and Wald develop the well-known limiting 
normal theory given that the distribution of the has finite moments. 
T. y. Anderson (1959) this resvJLt assirrnins the e_^  are 5 , i.d, with 
second moments. Anderson also showed that a —^ —>a if the characteristic 
roots of (l.l) are distinct and greater than one in modulus. 
M. M. Rao (1961) was the first to consider processes with character­
istic roots larger and smaller than one in modulus. Rao considered the 
second order process with jm^j >1 and )mg) <1 and showed that a ^ •>a 
in this situation, J. S. White (19^ 8); (1959) considered tests of 
hypotheses for the explosive first order process under normality of the 
h 
errors. 
Stigum (197^ ), (1976) has shown that a >a under the condition 
that |m^ l  ^1 for i - 1,2,Stigum has also shown that when normal­
ized by {a - a) has a limiting miiltivariate normal distribution with 
raiik equal to the number of characteristic roots with modulus less than 
one. Muench (197I) gives a proof that a  ^>a with no condition on the 
roots. Venkataraman (I967) discusses model (l.l) with p = 2. 
Venkataraman obtains consistency whenever there are no roots of unit 
moduli and also shows that (a - a) = 0 (nm when m^  - m^  = m > 1. 
~ ~ p J. c; 
Dickey (1976) and Fuller (197^ ) discuss processes with one unit root and 
consider limiting distributions and tests of hypotheses concerning a. 
Table 1.1 identifies the principal researchers in this area and the 
areas in which results have been obtained. 
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Table 1.1. Available Results for the p Order 
Stochastic Difference Equation 
t^ - ®t t - 1,2, 
J-'L 
= t = -pfl,-p+2,..., 0 
where the roots of - 2 p.izf= 0 are in_,m ,...,m with jnL.) >... >(a |. J J. c: p J. p 
(i): Consistency (ii): Limit Distributions (iii): Test Statistics 
H. B. Mann and A. Wald (19^ 3): (i)(ii)(iii) |m.| < 1 ¥ j 
J 
H. Rubin (1950): (i) p = 1 
J. S. White (1958): (ii)(iii) p = 1, |m^ ( / 1 
T. W. Anderson (1959): (i)(ii)(iii) jm^ j > 1 ¥ J 
M. M. Rao (1961): (i)(ii) p = 2, \m^ \ >1> 
K. N. Venkataraznan (I967); (i)(ii) p = 2, = jm^ i >1 
C. R. Rao (1967): (i)(ii)(iii) trend, < 1 ¥ j 
Û. V. L. SarasimatuE (I969) ; (i) P - 2, cr > 1 
T. J. Miiench (1971) : (i) ¥ ?, ¥ 
B. P. Stigum (197^ ): (i)(ii) 1=^ 1  ^1 
D. A. Dickey (1976); (i)(ii)(iii) m = +1, |m.| <1 j >2 
1 J 
W. A. Fuller (1976): (i)(ii)(iii) = +1, |mj < 1 j > 2 . 
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CHANTEE II. SCME EXPLOSIVE PROCESSES 
The First Order Process 
Consider 
— Ci 2 (2.2.) 
= Yq t = Q , 
"Where jaj >1 and is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 
mean zero and positive variance o^ . The least squares estimator of a is 
given by 
0: = ( Z )~^  Z Y Y . (2.2) 
t=l t=l  ^
Rubin (1950) has shown that plim a = a for all a. White (I958), 
(1959) has considered the asymptotic properties of a, and t the 't' 
statistic under the assumption that the E^ /s are NID(O^ CJ^ ). The results 
given in Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are due to White. White used moment 
generating function techniques to obtain the results under normality of 
the e^ 's. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to that given in Anderson 
(1959). 
Theorem 2.1. Let be defined by (2.1). Then (a - a) = 0^ |^a| ^ ). 
If the are normally distributed, the limiting distribution of 
(a^  - 1) ~ Q:"(a: - a.) is that of W^ W^ ,^ where 
w. 
,w. 
% 
_ 1)1/2 
If the are normally distributed and y^  = 0, then (o^  
converges in distribution to a Cauehy raadom variable. 
1) - cc) 
Proof. We may write as 
y, = y^  + Z e 
t " j=l  ^
cc^  (y^  +  ^a 
j=i 
,-j 
t = 0,1, (2.3) 
where 
X^  converges a. e. to a continuous random variable X, see Rubin (1950), 
cuiu. wc rrxj.uc 
% = + 2 a ^  e. 
J=1  ^
Note that 
X - X = Z O-J E = 0 (|A|-^) 
,1=t+l :  ^
The error in the least squares estimator of a is given by 
8 
(a - a) = jAl (2A) 
where 
Jx 
Z A '^'^  XF , 
t=l 
Z x2 
t=l 
and 
Z YF T = ""Z  ^ x2 + 2 Z X(X - x) 
t=l .1=0 t=l j
T 2(t-n)-2 
+ Z a 
t=l O^ t-i - • 
(2.5) 
However 
M(X^ _^  - X)2] = E 
y 
œ 
Z 
=t+l 
(1^  e. 
J 
CD 
— Ti a-23 cf = (f . 0(|=|-2t) , 
j=t+l X - a 
and using Chehychev's Inequality, we have for some M > 0 
P{jx^ _^  - Xj > Mia) ""^ 1^ < jo:!"" for all t . 
Furthermore 
Z oT^ j-Z = (gZ _ 1)-1 + 0 dal'^ ) 
0=0 ^ 
Applying the Borel-Cantelli Lemma 
-^2n g 2^ a.e. ^   ^ (2.6) 
t=l t--L 
where we have used 
a"^  2 = a"^ (l - + OCjaj"^ ) 
j=0 
= (of - 1)"^  + 0(|a|"^ ) . 
Using the fact that 
E j 2 Qf(t-a)-2 (X _ x)4= 0 (nlal"^ ) |t=l J P 
we have 
2 YF T = (OF - 1)"  ^X2 + 0 (|A|. (2.7) 
t=l  ^
Also 
cx'^  2 Y, - e. = cT^  2 a~^  X. - e. 
t=l  ^ t=l  ^
= 1 
= X 2 e, + 2 a^ "^ "^ (X, _ - X)e. , 
t=l  ^ t=l  ^  ^
10 
and 
Therefore 
Then 
where 
Note that 
and 
J-t 
E{(X^ _^  - X)e^ } = a't pZ . 
Z of-B-l (X^_^ - X)e^ = O^Cnlal"'') 
(o^  - 1)"^  a^ {a - a) = (of - 1)~^  x'^ Z^  + 0^ (nlal"'^ ) , 
Z - S e 
t=l t 
n 
= 
n-j+1 - S a ^  e j-1 
Z. = 2 + 0 (1q;|-°) 
.1 <n/£ " ^  ^
X = Z a"^ e. + 0 dal"^) . 
. T -n ^ ' j <n/2 
Therefore (a^  - l) ~ a" (a - a) has a nondegenerate limiting distri­
bution and and X are asymptotically independent with the same variance 
11 
{c^  - 1)"^  o^ . If the e^ 's are NID(0,o^ ), then and X, both "being 
linear combinations of the e^ 's, are normally distributed. The mean of 
is zero and the mean of X is so that the limiting distribution of 
(of - 1) ^  - a) is that of where 
/W. 
Wo I I 0""^  Yofof - 1)"^  ^
; Ic 
If y-Q = 0 then the limiting distribution of (of - 1) ^ cP'ia - a) is that 
of the ratio of two independent standard normal variables. Thus the dis­
tribution is Caucby. Q 
Theorem 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 
&2 . n'l E ef + O^ Cn"-") . 
t=l  ^ ® 
n 
Proof. Using the least squares definition of a , 
n 
= n"! Z (Y - ccY )' 
t=l  ^
-1/A li 
= n Z e+ - n (a - a) 2 Y. 
_i t-1 "t • 
We have shown that (â - a) = 0 (1 a] and that 2 Y, , e = 0 ([a] ^) . 
P f-T P 
, n 
Therefore n~ (a - a) Z Y^ _, e^  = 0^ (n ) . Q 
+-1 •c-x t 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose the e^ 's are inD(0,cr^ ). Then under the model of 
Theorem 2.1 
12 
= -^ N(0,1) . A T 
t=l 
Proof. We have 
± 
(= - =) (^  - ((sf - l)x'^ )((cï2 - 1) ^Ixh + Opfnl.a!"'') 
= (sgn X)(of - 1)1/2 + Op(nlar^ ) . 
The random, variables X and are asymptotically independent and 
Var(Z^ ) >{c^  - l) 1 cr^ . The result then follows because  ^>o^ .Q 
Since the 't' statistic T is approximately N(0,1) in large samples, 
T may be used to test hypotheses concerning a and to set confidence inter­
vals for a. If the e^ 's are normal an approximate 95?^  confidence interval 
for a is given by 
a - 1.96 — < a < a + 1.96 
( S Y| ( z Y| 
t=l t=l 
To obtain a confidence interval for a without the assumption of 
normality for the e^ 's we note that —^$>(j2 gnd Var{(a^  -
>cr^  for e^  with finite second moments. Then we may use the approxi­
mation P[)?! > Til < T] ^  with T\ ^  = .05. As = k.5, a conservative 95^  
confidence interval for a is given, by 
a - 4.5 —-— < a < a + ^4-. 5 
( Z y| ( 2 Y| 
t=l t=l 
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If additional properties of the distribution of the e^ 's are known then the 
above confidence interval may be narrowed; 
The likelihood ratio for testing vs. under 
normality is given by 
4.1 
t=l 
Under the null hypothesis 
Therefore, 
Since 
A ('t - % i < 
= + Op(l) 
\ = {1 - n'^  ^ 2)n/2 ^  o^ (n~^ ) 
lim (1 - n ^  = exp(-
n—>o3 
ve have -2 in X is asymptotically distributed as a chi-square random 
variable with one degree of freedom. Therefore the usual 'F ' test for 
a = Gq is applicable in large samples when the e^  are normally distributed. 
We shall now consider the problem of forecasting for s > 0 
based on (Y Y Y ). We take as our forecast of Y , 
-p+1 —p+c n n+s 
The error in our forecast is given by 
We have 
?n+8 - ?rL+8 = =^ +0 
J--L 
= _ Qf)Ya - Z of-j 6;^ +. . 
J—-L 
(&= - of) = af[(9%= - 1] 
Also, 
where 
and 
A 
= S a^~^(a - a) + O^da]"^) . 
(à - a) = a ^(oT - + 0 (niaj j 
Z = Z e. 
 ^ t=l t 
X = y + Z a"^  e 
0=1 
15 
Furthermore, 
Therefore, 
Let 
J —-L 
Û--L 
s -
Note that Z and Z a e . are independent. Also 
n n+j 
and 
1 -2n 
-#fT-
Vj' = ^  fe 
J-± 
Therefore, 
Var(eJ = [a^ " - l % -" il ^  
2s 
= c2|32a2(G-l)(a2_ 1) + o:_jLlj + 0(|a|-2a) . 
In this case, iinlike the case jo:| <1 the error in O! contributes to 
the leading term of the variance expression. 
The variance of the prediction error may be estimated by 
l6 
L o - 1 S 
t=l 
Observe that the estimated variances for s = 1, reduces to the familiar 
regression formula for the variance of a prediction. 
Unlike the case }a| >1, one may show that the asymptotic distribu­
tion of (a - a) is independent of y^  when |a| =1. Also^  unlike the case 
|a| >1, the asymptotic distribution of (a - a) for |a| = 1 does not de­
pend on the distribution of the e^ 's. This 'invariance principle' was 
noted by White and is an application of Donsker's Theorem (see Donsker 
(1951) and Appendix B). Dickey (197^ ) investigates the distribution of 
(a - a) when jaj =1 and y^  = 0. He shows under normality of the e^ 's 
that the distribution of (a - a) for a = -1 is that of -(a - a) when a -1. 
This result together with Donsker's Theorem implies the limiting distribu­
tion of n ^ (a - a) is that of 
|[w2(l) - 1] 
W2(t)dt 
" 0  
when a = 1 
ana 
- |[w2(l) -1] 
= when a = -1 , 
r w2(t)dt 
"0 
where W(t) is the Wiener process on the interval [0,l] with W(0) = 0 and 
Var{w(t)} = t. 
Dickey presents a Monte Carlo study of this distribution. On the 
17 
"basis of Donsker's Theorem, Dickey's resiilts may be used in .l^ rge samples 
to test the hypothesis that [y^ ] is nonstationary, i.e., : |cx| > 1 vs. 
(a) < 1. Other hypotheses of interest such as |a:| = ZLys. 
H^ :|al > 1 or |a:| > 1 vs. | Q:| = 1 may be tested and t be power func­
tion computed. 
The First Order Process with Time Trend 
An alternative to model (2.1) is given by 
Yt = o:© + o^ t + ... + o^ t^  + ^ t^-1 ^  \  ^=1,2,... (2.8) 
= Yq t = O , 
where y^  is a constant and [e^ ]™ ^  is a sequence of i.i.d. :( 0, cr^ ) random 
variables. Assuming Y^  satisfies model (2.8) with | p) >1^  ve shall 
consider the properties of the regression estimator of 
a = (cïQ, . , a^ ;P) 
Solving the defining difference equation for Y^ , we ob"tadn 
+ "k _4 k  ^
xr _ J_ T* J ^ -:-^o \ 
- H LJn ' ' ^op / J 
 ^  ^ j=l  ^ i=0 1 
= p y 
+. 
wnere 
t t k . . 
V, = y. + 2 P'^ e. + Z Z j-p-Ja. 
j=l J j-1 i=0  ^
Let 
18 
X = s p J e. a. e. , 
j=l  ^
k ® . . 
S = y + Z (a. z j p-J) , 
 ^ i=0  ^.1=0 
ana 
V = X + § 
We see that 
>V 
and 
Vt = V + Op(t^ ipr^ ) • 
Preliminary to our main results we present two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Under the assumptions of this section 
--2n  ^ „g /^ 2 -,\rr2 .  ^/..2k+li^ i-n O 1 . - - V D -J./V -r V 11 I Dl 
t=l • P' 
Proof. The sum of squares 
 ^  ^ Q4- Q 
t".?:-! = 9 " ?:_i 
U=± U=J_ 
= z y2 + 2 Z v(v^  ^ -v) 
t=i t=i 
19 
Because E{t"^ l p{ -^v| is uniformly bounded we have 
Z -V)2 = 0 (n^ ""^ -) 
t=l P 
and 
2 = 0 (n^ -|p|") . 
t=l 
Therefore, 
p-2n  ^yz = V2 E p2(t-n-l) ^  g ^^ k+lj -n^  , 
t=l t=l 9 
Because 
2 p2(t-n-l) ^  (p2_i)-l + 0(1 p1"^ ) 
t=l 
we obtain the result. Q 
Lp-mrna 2.2. Under the assumptions of this section 
Z t\ = (p-l)"4 + 0 (n"^ ) 
t^ l -
for i = 0,1 k. 
Proof. We have 
 ^ i f 1 
tîi ' "t-i '^ ^ -\.i 
^ ^ J- 1 ^ ^ -I 
=  Z  t 6 ' V +  Z  t 6^' ^ T V '  . - V )  .  
t=l t=l 
Because Eit -^v|] is uniformly bounded 
20 
Furthermore, 
E t^ P^ -^ (V -V) = 0 . 
t=l  ^
: tS"-" = z (1)' 
t=l t=l -
= n^ p'^ (p-l)"^  + 0(n^ "V) 
Therefore, 
n 
2 t-Y^ _i = (P-1)"4 + 0 Cn"-) n 
t=l 
Theorem 2.h .  Let the assumptions of the section hold. Let a denote the 
least squares estimator of a obtained by regressing on (l), 
t,t^ ,...,t^ , Y^  ^  for t = 1,2,...,n. Let D = diag.{n ^ /^ ,n , 
-^(2k+i)/2^  e-iv5. 
Then 
£ ^(2 - 2) = Op(i) 
Proof. We may write the error in a as 
a - a = A b 
where 
A = (i+J-1)"^  n"'^  " + i,j - l,2,...,kfl , 
IJ 
i,k+2 " \+2,i " "t-1  ^" l,2,...,k+l , 
4^-2, k42 " t^-1 
21 
and 
n n n , n 
b = ( Z e , 2 te , .., Z t e , E Y e )' 
~ t=l  ^ t=l  ^ t=l  ^t=l  ^
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 
n 
Z Yf 1 = (p2-l)-l V2 + 0 ) 
t=l P 
and 
n 
n-ip-G Z t\ ^ = (P-I)-I V + 0 (n--) 
t=l P 
for i = 0,1,...,k . 
Therefore, 
-1\ D A D '  =  B +  0 ( n  )  
/-w' ^ P ^  ' 
where 
B = 
"k+l \ 
\ v. _ \ -'K-fX '6--l''^  , 
" ' / 
Is a (k+l) X (k+l) dimensional matrix with i.j^ " element given by 
(i+j-l) and 0^ ^^  denotes a column vector with k+l zeros. 
The i^  ^element of D b is given by 
r 
n 
-(2i-l)/2 Z t^ '^ e^  
t=l 
-n -1  ^
' A 't-i't 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k+l , 
i = k+2 . 
22 
The quantity n  ^  ^ Z t^  "'"e, has mean zero and variance (2i-l) + 
t=l 
0(n ). Also 
Z Y e = Z e + 0 (n( p| '"') . 
t=l  ^  ^ t=l  ^ 2 
Therefore D b = 0 (1). The order in probability results follow because 
~ ~ p 
P[v = 0} = 0 and V = 0 (1) . Q 
Note that 
Cov[n"(2^ *l^ /2 Z t^ e., Z = 0(n'^ /^ ) , 
t=l  ^ t=l 
Cov[n"(2^ +l)/2 Z t^ e , n-(2j+l)/2  ^ t^ e ] = (i+j-l)"^ + C(n"^ ) 
J- 1 « n "G t=l " t=l 
and 
Var[ Z pt-n+lg ] ^ (p2_i)-l + 0(|p|"2%) . 
t-1 
Then if the e^  are normal 
[al/^ XQ:Q-an),n3/2(&^ _a^ ),...,n(2k+l)/2f&^ _o^ ),Vpn(%_p)]' 
has a limiting multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and co-
variance matrix ct^ B Also V is asymptotically independent of the 
elements of D b so that has a limiting distribution which is that 
of where 
'I a '/ ° 1 
'v / 
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We will now examine the properties of and the usual confidence 
intervals and tests associated with a, under normality of the e 's. X 
Theorem 2.Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.k, 
0^  = n"^  Z (Y.-Y.)2 = n'^  Z ef + 0 (n~^ ) . 
t=l  ^ t=l " P 
Proof. We have 
az . n'l s eî - n"^  b' A"^  b . 
t.l t ~ ~ ~ 
= n-1 2 e| - n-^ VD')(DADO"^ D y 
t=l 
= n"^  E e? + n"^  0 (l) 
t.l  ^ 9 
= n"^ E ef + 0 (n'^) . Q 
t=l  ^  ^
It follows from Theorem 2.5 that ^  + 0^ (n Furtheimore 
a^ D~^ A~^  ^  the limiting covariance matrix for D h. Also V rs^ r>J /v# r*-» r*u 
and the elements of D h are asymptotically independent. It follows that 
under normôjjLtv of the e.'5 the usual confidence intervals and tests of 
X, 
hypotheses concerning a are applicable in large samples. 
Higher Order processes 
Processes with properties similar to (2.1) are given by 
\ ^ ^ l^ t-l °2^ t-2 ^   ^^ p^ t-p ®t (2.9) 
= y^  t = -P+-1; -pf2;. ..,0 
2k 
where (y ...,y^ ) is an initial vector of constants and the 
— p + X  — U  
associated characteristic equation 
mP - Z a. = 0 (2.10) 
j=l  ^
has one root with |m^ } > 1 and the remaining roots satisfy [m^ j <1 
j = 2,3, It is assumed that {e_|_}™_^  is a sequence of i.i.d. (0,0^ ) 
random variables. 
Define the process by -^fl' then 
alternatively represent our original process {Y^ } by 
Y^  = m^  Y^ _^  + t = 1, 2 , . . .  (2.11) 
= y* t = 0 
where {z^ }"^ _^ 2 satisfies 
h ' %.l + Vt-2 ^  ^ t = 1.2.... (2.12) 
= Z| t = -p+2,-p+3,...,0 
and the roots of 
nr"^  - y mP-C-l _ Q (2.1]) 
are less than one in modulus. 
It follows that Z^  converges to a stationary autoregressive time 
series as t —3>co. Preliminary to our main results we present two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.3. Define X as the limit in mean square 
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•J X = y* + Z hl" Z 
 ^ j=l J 
Then 
"i'" = (< - * =p^ Ki""i 
Proof. We have 
n n 
where 
t f i  '  A
't = =1' "r ^  
J--L 
Therefore, 
Z yZ = z x2 + 2 Z X(X , - X) 
t.l t=l^  t=l  ^
" ji ' 
Furthermore, 
CO 
E(X^  T - X)2 = EL Z 
j=t  ^
Also, 
E{1X^ _1 - X)] = 0(|m^ |-^ ) 
and 
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Z Yf 1 = Z X2 + 0 (kl'') . 
t=l  ^ t=i P 
Le-rnma 2.h. Under the assmptions of this section 
tl %.l . _ n 
and 
Proof. Because 
Y_|_ — nLj2 ^  ^~ 
we have 
i%.i i\..h 
T-« V \ r^ 
t:i 't-i t:i 
Furthermore, 
n n 
4VA-3 ' 
 ^ t" 1  ^ i" "1 
Z m -^Z. .+ Z m^"-^(X. .-X)Z. . 
,=1 ^  -^3 t=l 1 ""-3 
Let 
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and observe that 
E{!X^ _,-X! .|Z_!} < [E{(X^ _^ -X)2}E{Z2__.}]V2 , 
Because 
E(X^_^-X)2 = 0(|m^|-2t) 
and 
E(Z2) = 0(1) 
we have 
E{|Xt-X|.|Zt_j|] = Odm^ r"^ ) . 
Therefore 
and 
z , = X Z , + 0_(ii|m,r'^) . 
t=l t=l O-J  ^ a. 
Using Lemma 2. 3, 
m^  + S + 0^ (ni m^ | "^ •). Q 
n 
Z Y.Y t-1 
n 
S Y' 
t=l t-1 
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To investigate the estimator a obtained from the regression of on 
Yj. T jY. . ,Y. , we first consider the regression of Y, on Y, .,Z, 
u-x "C-c u X-J- b-J-
t^-2' p+1  ^~ 1,2,...,n. The regression coefficients of the 
A A A A 
latter regression are denoted by 
Theorem 2.6. Let ' and % = i^ y^ ,y^ ,... '. Under 
the assumptions of this section 
i) = 0^ (l) 
ii) has a limiting distribution which is multivariate normal 
with mean zero and covariance matrix  ^where 
I. . . 1^  ^Cov(Z^ ,Z^  ^ i,j — 1, 2 , . . . , p~l « 
Proof. Define 
n 
t,j t-j t-1 n 
Z Y^  
s=l 
for t = 1,2,...,n; j = 0,1,...,p-l. Consider the regression of  ^on 
W, -,w for t = 1,2, ...,11. AC see that the coefficicntc 
t, 1 t, X,p-J. 
A A A 
obtained in this regression are .. ;7  ^ previously defined. 
n 
f 
n n 
z v.. .v.. . = E .z. . -
t=i -ui t-a n 
t=i t.i 
for i,j = 0,1,...,p-l. Using Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.h the second term on 
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the right is 0^ (1) and 
T ^.TiQ /5 /^ 4-^  T«> n v- VAOJ.A.WWW by ^  = {y^ y^^ ,... ,y^  ^ ) ' the estimator of ^  obtained by 
regressing Z^ on • * • •'^ t-jH-l  ^== 1,2,...,n, we have 
%- % = Op(n-l) . 
Therefore, (ii) is established. By Lenma 2.k-
and 
Therefore 
m^ (m^  - m^ ) = 0^ (1) . 
From the development in Theorem 2.6 "we have 
A t=l^ t^ t-l  ^ ttl^ t-l^ t-1  ^ f^^ t^-l^ t-2 
5. " n ""^In " ^2 n 
A 
V 
tfi't-l^ t-p+l 
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izi z y. ^  
n 'i n 
X '1' n 
n 
A ï?-i 
Also, 
n n 
and 
V i = t  '  X ^  +  V K I  
t-1 -U=l 
_ 1^-1 - -m "i = x"^ + 0 
—' ^—' —I / -n -n ~ 
where R = Z ZL"^  "^ e 
* t=l t 
Define the pxp satrix C by 
-n _-l/2 _-l/2 _-ly 
TL 
J f 
 ^ 11 } ® • • ^ 1A 
We have 
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A 
^ ^ 
A 
- ^ 1 
yg - Tg 
L 
Vi-Vi 
= (C A C)"^  C b , rw fsv' fs_, rw 
where 
A = 
n 
2 
h=l t-1 
sym. 
and 
n 
n 
Z 
t=l t-1 
tf/t-l\-p+l 
n 
Z Z, Z^^   ^
t=l t-p+1 
n 
Z Zf  ^
t.l t-P+1 
Using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 
(m2-l)~^ 2 
%_1 \ 
C A C —i-e> 
0 , 
-^ -1 
(say) 
B . 
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Because 
n n , -
mT^ Z Y. -.e = X Z mî' e 
 ^t=l t-1 t t=l  ^
+ 0 (nlm^ r^ ) 
it follows that under normality of the e^ 's the asymptotic distribution of 
,-l 
X(m^ -m^ ) 
Vr''p 
is multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix 
.1 \ 
(mJ-1) -1 
-^1 
-1 
/ 
Theorem 2.7. Let model (2.1) hold with {e_^ ]™_^  a sequence of NID(OjCr^ ) 
variables. Let (m^ , y^ , y _^ ) be the regression coeffi-random 
cients obtained in the regression or on \ '^ t 2"' ' ^t-p+l 
for t = 1,2,...,n. Let 
G = diag. {( 
t=l t=l t=l •C=± 
Then G(mL,-m^ , y^-y^, ..., y_ ^ -y_  ^) ' converges in distribution to 
~ — J. J- J. C. C. jU—J. -L. 
a normal random variable with mean zero and covariance matri: 
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y Sp-] 
where p is the limiting correlation matrix of (Z, ^ ,2 ) . 
'C**X 
Under the normality of the e^  the usual confidence intervals and 
tests of hypotheses are applicable in large samples for the regression of 
Y. on Y, T, Y, . For example, to test the liypothesis t t--L t-^  t-p 
m^  = m£ > 1, we fit the regression 
' Vt-i + 
+ y„ 1(ï p-l^ t^-p+1 ^I'^ t-p'' 
We then compute the usual 't-statistic' for = m* as 
-t' 
(m^  - m*) 
J Var(m^  - m*) 
wnere 
î-< (1,1) /ar(m^  - m£) - cr^  A 
and is the (1,1) element of A 
Now 
m^  Var(m_| - m*) —^ ->cr^ (m^  - 1)"^  
and 
3^ 
X - m*) >K(0,a^ (D^  - 1) '^ ) 
under the null hypotheses - m*. Therefore, under 
't' —^ -^ N(0,1) . 
We note that this test is the usual likelihood ratio test for the hypothe­
sis that m* is a characteristic root of the process. We see that m* a 
characteristic root of the process is equivalent to the linear hypoth­
esis that 
 ^- ... - = 0 . 
We shall now consider the problem of forecasting Y for s > 0 HT" S 
given (Y Y ..., Y ). As in the first order explosive autore-
-p+1 — p+ci n 
gressive process we shall see that our results differ markedly from the 
A 
stationary situation. We take as our forecast of Y , Y where il"» S n » s 
n^+l " °ï^ n °2^ n-l +  ^"p^ -jH-l 
and 
 ^ = QLY _ + a Y 
n+s 1 n+s-1 2 n+s-2 p n+s-pfx 
A 
Where Y . replaces Y . for j = 1,2,...,s-1. 
n+j 11+j 
The prediction error for is given by 
 ^ A A P 
T^ n+s - ?nfs = a. a. Ya+2_. _ 
' J,"3(Vs-J- Wj)- Mâ-a)ï„,. 
î^ irthe lïaor e 
= (^ -«l)ï„3_l + 0^ (a-V2) 
= mJ-^ (B|-l)R^  + 0 (n'V^ ) 
because 
(^  - in^ ) = + 0^ (n"^ /^ | m^ j '^ ) 
and 
 ^Vs-i = + VKi") 
where 
% = "-I"-" ^  
and 
 ^= y* + L aJJ Z 
j=l  ^ J 
Define P bv 
s " 
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Then 
where 
and 
 ^ s-1, 2 
^s-j + *1" (*1 - - Vs G = 1,2, j=l  ^
= 0 s < 0 . 
^1, s ^ 2, s 
J 
= 0 s < 0 
8-1 
2^,s = Fg.s-j + =1' (*î - 1) = = 1'2,... 
J--'-
= 0 s < 0 . 
—1/2 Therefore we may represent the prediction error up to 0_. (n ' ) as 
+  E ;  "h e r e  d e p e n d s  o n l y  o n  I  V l ' V 2 ' " '  " '  % :  
is a constant depending on HL, and s. 
We shall now evaluate the approximate prediction error variance for 
s = 1. We have 
1^,1 " "®n+l 
and 
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Therefore, 
\ = ("4 - 1)\ - • 
Because R^ Pg ^  and  ^are independent 
Var(P^ ) = cr^ fl + (m^  - l)(l - . 
= 0^ + 0(1 . 
Therefore the one-step prediction error variance may be estimated by 
|m^ | ^ 0^  where is the largest root in modulus of the estimated char­
acteristic equation. 
We next consider higher order processes with a time trend. Define 
the time series by 
k . p 
Z, = Z a.t + Z y.Z, . + e, t = 1,2,... {2.1k) 
 ^ i=0  ^ .3=1  ^
- t - -p+1; -IM-2, . ..,0 ; 
where {e^ }"_^  is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with mean zero and 
variance cr^ . Let m^ m^^ ;... ,m^  with |m^ j > > ... > denote the 
roots of 
p 
m^  - Z y. m^ "^  - 0 . (2.15) 
j=l  ^
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We first consider estimation c£ the parameters of model (2. l4) when 
the roots of (2.15) satisfy |m.| < 1 for j = 1,2, 
J 
Lfiirma 2, Under the ass-umptions of this section there exists a sequence 
of random variables satisfying 
*t - Tj *t-j + t - 1,2,.. 
<J-J-
= u* t = -p+1,-p+2,..,,0 
o 
and a vector ô satisfying 
such that 
P 
ô ' t  - Z ô'(t-j) = a't ¥t 
.1=1 
t^ t = -pf 1,-p+2,... , 
where (u* ,^u* ,...,u*)' is an initial vector of constants and 
"P+J- —p+c u 
t = (l,t,t^ ,..., t^ )''. 
Proof. Define ^  = (6q, 6-,,..., 6^ )^ ' "by 
a. = - S 6 Z y m'^ "^  (^ )(-l)^ "^  where y = -1 . 
 ^ i-i  ^21=0  ^  ^  ^
6^ : i = 0,1,...,k is well-defined "because the transformation matrix giving 
a in terms of 6 is upper triangular and has nonzero diagonal elements. 
The properties of the matrix hold because one is not a characteristic 
root of the process {z,}. Therefore 
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k . k . k p . . . . . 
S a.t^  = - S Z 6 2 V 
i=0 i=0 i=± ^ m=0 
m 
m=0 j&=0  ^i=0 
P  ^ ; 
' % ?% Z 5 (t-m)* 
m=0 i,=0  ^
P 
= - S y ô ' (t-m) 
m=0  ^~ 
It follows that 5 satisfies 
P 
5 ' t  -  Z  = a't ¥t . 
~ ~ j=l 
Furthennore, 
P 
6 , ' t +  =  a ' t  +  Z  y j ( 6 , ' ( 1 > â , )  +  +  = t  
j-1 
and 
Z, = 6't + 11 z = -pf±; -pi-2; ... U U 
where satisfies 
P 
\ Vj " % t . 1,2, 
= - 6 ' t t = -P+-1, -p+2;,. ..,0 . Q 
u  ^~ 
Note that we may regress Z, on (1), t;...,t', u, -,,u for 
u "C—X X—c: o—p 
t = 1,2,...,p obtaining the regression coefficients y and obtain a by 
the relation 
â . = - Z  &  I  
 ^ i=i * m=0 * 
Define the (k.-rjp4-l) x (kr-p-rl) luâtrix 2 by 
p,= di^ .CnV2,n3/2 . 
$>0 we obtain the following theorem. -i-1 ^  i TD Because n ^  Z t u. . —^  
t=l 
Theorem 2.8. Let the assumptions of this section hold. Then 
D 
where B = 
2  
,-l 
T. . = (1 + J - 1) -1 i,J - 1,2,...,k+l , 
(2.16) 
and 
G.. = ^ C^ov{u,,,u.^ ,._.,) i, j — 1, 2, ... ; p 
Proof. See Theorems 6.3A and $.8.1 of Fuller (1976). Q 
Even though certain linear coaibinations of the parameters converge 
-1'2 in probability faster than n ' , it follows Ii-um tue resuHts of this 
section that the usual regression tests of hypotheses and confidence 
intervals are applicable in large samples. 
kl 
We may also write model (2.4) as 
Z = ô't + u t = 1,2,..., 
where 
= •>'1^ -1 + Vt-S ^ Vt-p ^ t = 1,2,... 
— t — 1, —p^ 2,.., ,0. 
Under normality of the e^ , the joint maximum likelihood estimates of 
the parameters of this model have the asym.ptotic properties of y of 
Theorem 2.8. One may obtain these estimates by regressing on (l), 
t, ..., t^ , S, , Z ,.,., Z, ^  obtaining a. y and solving for ê using 
u—-L V—^ *C*"P ^ 
(2.6). For the necessary calculations see also C. R. Rao (I967). 
We will now examine the nonstationary case in which the time series 
{Y^ } has a characteristic root larger than one in modulus as well as a 
time trend. Define the time series by 
k p 
Y, = Z a.t + Z p.y , + e, t = 1,2,... (2.17) 
i=0  ^ j=l  ^
= t = -p+i, -p+2,..., 0 , 
where [e_^ ]"_^  is a sequence of i.i.d. (0,cr^ ) random variables. We will 
also assume the roots — ,m^  with | m^ | > [m^ j > ... > jm^ j of 
p 
m^  - Z 3,Y, , = 0 j=l 'J  ^«J 
satisfy jm^ l >1 while lm_.l < 1 for j = 2,3,'..,P. We may alternatively 
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represent fY 1"  ^ by 
+ Z+ t = 1, 2 , . . .  (2.13) 
= y| t - 0 , 
where {z.}"  ^ satisfies t^ t=-p+l 
k . p-1 
Z, = Z a.t + Z y.Z. . + e, t = 1,2,... (2.19) 
 ^ i=0  ^ j=l  ^  ^
= 2^  t = -pf2,-pf 3,... ,0 . 
Note that Z^  defined in (2.19) is not the same as Z^  in (2.14). We use 
the notation because of the analogy of the results for the two models. 
Similar comments hold for in (2.20) below. 
Solving the difference equation (2.l8) for Y^ , we obtain 
= *1 yg + 4"'' 
0- — 
= 'ï-t 
where 
t 
= y* + Z m;J Z, . (2.20) 
V " j=i - d 
X^  converges in probability to a random variable X (see section 2.2) and 
we write 
1^3 
" -1 X = y* + Z z . 
U J 
We present several lemmas which will be needed in examining the asymptotic 
properties of normalized functions of the Y^ /s. 
LenBaa 2.6. Under the assumptiais of this section 
Z t^  Y. . = (m^  - 1)"^  X + 0 (n"^ ) 
 ^t=l  ^ P 
for i = 0,1, 
Proof. We have 
 ^ "i  ^ + 1 i 
Z t^ Y^  T = Z m^ "-^  t% , . 
t=l t^ l  ^
Therefore, 
= Z tSc 
t=l 
+ Z t^ (X, . - X) 
t=l  ^
Using procedures analogous to those in Lemma 2.1 we have 
Z t^ (X_ . - X) = 0^ (n^ ^^ im,r'') . 
t=l 
Therefore, 
hk 
Because 
n 
Z 
t=l 
we have 
= rû^ k^  - 1)"^  -:- C(n"^ ) 
n _. -1 
n"^  mT^  S t^ Y, . = (m. - 1)" X + 0 (n""^ ) 
 ^t=l  ^ P 
Lemma 2.7. Under the assumptions of this section 
Z Y! , = (af _ 1)"^  x2 + OJn|iiL^ |-^ ) 
"  t = l  ^ - - ^ 1  ^  
Proof. We have 
Z Yf . = Z xf 
Therefore, 
t=l t=l  ^ t-1 
-2(n-l)  ^v2 _ V 2^(t-n) yz 
t-1 t=l 
= Z + 2 Z HL XfX. _ - X) 
t.l 1 t=l  ^
+ Z (X, . - X)2 
t=l " "^-
In the manner of Lemma 2,2 we may show 
^5 
2^(n-l) g Y|_^  = Z + 0 
t=l t=l 
Because 
XX 
= ng(iig - 1)"^  + 0(|iD^ r^ ) 
we have 
^ S Y2_1= K - 1)'^  X® + Op(n|m^ r°) 
o=l 
Lemma 2.8. Under the assianptions of this section 
Vi \-i = 
for i = 0;1,...,p-1. 
Proof. We have 
 ^ t-1 
"t-i ^  ^t-i 
"C=J. t=l 
and it follows that 
t^ l ^ t-1 "t-i %t.l ' t=l t=l 
- " (t-n) _ " (t-n) „ 
 ^ *1 ' "t-i " =1 "t-i ^ "t-1 -t=l t=l 
= X Z Z^ _. + 0^ (n^ -^|m^ r'') 
k6 
Because of Lemma 2. 5 we may write 
Z. = 6't + u, 
t t 
where 
\ - Vt-l + • • • • Vt-ïH-l + % t ^  1,2,... 
= t =-p+2,-p+3^  
Therefore 
-"+Vt.p + S t = l,2,...,n 
= t = -ïH-i, -p+2, 
k We shall consider the regression of on (l), t, ..., t 
u, T^ u _ for t = 1,2,...,n. The estimated regression 
"t—X "C-c o—JH-J_ 
coefficients are denoted by m^ , ^  and For j = 0,1.,p let W^  
t-j "t-r u.ciiV uc ulic ±c;oj.u.uajL uuoa<j_iiou. j. j. wiii x cooj.xx^ w., . j., ^ 
for t = 1,2,...,n. Because 
n n 
for i,j e{0,1,...,p-l}, it follows that 
4? 
where 
G.. = lim Cov(u ,u 1 . i) i, j = 1,2, 
-ij -Wli-jl 
Because 
n Z Y, 
t=l "b-l t-j 
J — 1,2, 
and 
i • V-'"' j — J., 2,..., p—Ij i — 0,1, • • •, k, 
•we have 
D -X 
V"i' 
$-6 
= D -]J 
i n 
Z Y' 
t=l •fc-1 
\ -"  I  :  
n 
Z t Y. 
t^ r t-1 
n 
Z t t' 
t=l / \t=l 
n 
Z t e. 
(say) 
A b , 
~n ~n 
•where 
__.r, : .2 ,-1/2 _-l/2 .-3/2 „-2!^ +l/2l 
u.x<ae>c i  ^ y j 
t=i 
Therefore using Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 
D A D  
M 
T 
1+8 
where = (i + j - 1)"^  i;j = l,2,...,'k+l . 
Also 
and 
t=l t=l 
Vi®t ' \ + %(=i=y.r°) 
where 
R = Z m -^n-lg _ 
" t=i ^  t 
Then 
tfi 
'A t=i
= (in^ -l)^ /\ sgn(X) + 0 (nlm^ r'') 
and X are asymptotically independent and 
V(R^) = (mj - l ) ' \ l  -
Therefore 
n 
 ^^t-l\ j. 
 ^ 2 \l/2 
(.5 ':-i) 
if the are norma,! ly distributed. 
We see then that the usual regression tests of hypotheses and con­
h9 
fidence intervals are applicable in large samples for the original regres­
sion equation if and only if the e^  are normally distributed. 
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CHAPTER III. PROCESSES WITH TREND AKD UNIT ROOTS 
In this chapter we shall consider estimation and hypothesis testing 
for processes whose differences satisfy model (2.8) with characteristic 
roots less than one in modulus. Define the time series "by 
k . p 
Y. = 2 a.t + S P.Y, . + e. t = 1,2,... (3.1) 
 ^ i=0  ^ j=l  ^  ^
= y^  t = -p+1, -pf 2,..., 0 
where [e.]" ^ is a sequence of i.i.d. (0;0^ ) random variables and 
X *t—1 
(y ,y . ,3,... ,9L) ' is an initial vector of fixed constants. We also 
—p+J- —p+^  V 
assume that the characteristic roots ...,m^  satisfy = ... 
= m =1 with q < p and |m.| <1 for j = q+1, q+2, , p. The case 
q J 
q = 0 has been considered in Chapter II. 
Throughout it shall be assumed that k has been chosen so that  ^0. 
The form of the limiting distribution of the least squares estimator will 
differ when Oj^  = 0 or k = 0. The situation = 0 or k = 0 will be con-
side-reo for some special cases in later sections. 
Define the difference operator A by 
A°?t = ?t ' 
A ?t = Tt - ?t-l ' 
and = A(A^ Y.) for r = 2,3,... . V w 
We may alternatively represent the time series {Yj.} by 
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ït - z y. 
J-J-
t = 1, 2 , . . .  (3.2) 
" ^  
t - -<3+1, -g+2,.,., 0 
where 
?! ' 72 = ... =r^=i 
=^ '1 (^ tC-pKl+l satisfies 
n-a 
Z = z a.t + Z §.Z + e t = 1,2,... 
i-0 ^  j-1 'j t-j 
(3.3) 
= t = -p+q+l, -pt-q+2,..., 0, 
and the roots of 
cf-S _ = 0 
0=1 ^  
(3.4) 
\+r\+2'*'"^ p* 
As in Lemma 2. 5 we may write Z, = 6't + u, , where 6 = (ô^ , 6^ 6^  ) 
" G o - » / ' -  G  V  _ L  f L  
is a vector of fixed constants, t - (l,t, — ,t^ )', and {u,}"_ _ 
^ X 0—••p+Œ» X 
satisfies 
P-q 
t — 1, 2 , . . .  (3.5) 
= ^^ t = -p+q+l, -pf q+2,..., 0 
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k i <1 • p-q 
V Vl +  ^%.m + "t t . 1, 2 , . . .  (3.g) 
1=0 j=l ia=l 
= t = -p+l,-ÏH-2, ..., 0 . 
We note that the new parameter vector (6 ) ' i-S a fixed nonsingular 
linear transformation of the original vector (a%_g')'. Furthermore 
p-q 
6^  = a^ (l - Z 5.) is nonzero. This follows because we have assumed 
0^  ^  0 and "because the roots of (3.^ ) are less than one in modulus. 
We shall be considering the regression of Y, on (l),t,.../t t 
t^-r t^-l' ^ t-l'\-2^  * * ' t = A^ 2,...,n. 
We first present several lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let _, -, satisfy the assumptions of this section. Let W "0—J)» mL 
r be an integer with 1 < r < q. Then 
Proof. The series of differences satisfies 
\ 
= 6 ' t + u, 
r*J 
= ôj^ t + u^  + 0(t ) . 
T t n— /xy 
" k - k 
=6, S  J + Z u. + O(t^) 
j-1 0=1 
= * J, "0 + 
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In general. 
= 2 + O(t^ ) . 
" j=l " 
Therefore, 
-where 
t 1^ \-l 
X = Z L ... Z u. 
i-,=l VI i^ =l ""r 
The result follows because 
=^ t.r = • 
Le'.rrmfL 3.2. Under the assumptions of this section 
n (2k+i+j+l) y 6? (2k+i+,j+l)"^  
/1_ . ^  \ : /-« . .2 \ 
_ _ _ . — V JVTi \iXT.i /, :=1 
xor i, J — 1,2,..., 
Lemma 3.3. Under the assumptions of this section 
-^(k+i.3+1) 
for i = 0,1,...,k; j = 1,2, ...,q. 
Lemma 3.^ . Under the assumptions of this section 
for i = 1^  2y • • • y Q.5 j ~ • • • ^P^ Q.* 
LemaS^ . Under the ass-umptions of this section 
\ Tih - k+i, V "  j  0 > t=l 
fox* X — 2^  • • • ^ 9." 
Define 
I t '  C ^ ' ^ ' V i '  • • • '  '  
St "^t-r" \-2' ' 
A = 
n 
Z t t' 
t-l" ~ 
n 
Z V. t' 
t=l"* ~ 
n 
i  ^ïr 
Lt,i- ~ 
n 
Z t V' 
n 
Z V. ^  rjt Mi 
o=X 
n 
Z W. V ; 
t=r^  
n 
z t w ; 
t=r 
n 
Z  ^
~o Mi 
t—«L 
n 
^ T.T T.-, t 4-j n . , /^ -»ô t=l J 
b = 
n 
Z e, t i_ -, t 
n 
V 
t=l 
a ir 
't 
A ^ 
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and 
D = diag(nl/2, „3/2, ,1/2,..., 
The error in the least squares estimator of (£', Y, £') ' i-S 
A  
% - % 
A 
. A 
Using the lemmas of this section 
D~^  A D~^  — 
•wnere 
/ -(1,1) i5 
B = 
B 
B 
(1,2) 2(1,3) \ 
(2,2) g(2,3) 
sym. 3(3,3) y 
/ ^  ^ \ (  J L  •  f  /  •  •  «  \  "  
a: - • = V3- J - x; 
'-'1, J 
-5 _ n O I'.L-i 
.(1,2) _ 
 ^ = V, (k + i -1 k.' 0 J (k+j): i — Ij—Jf-aj k+lj i — 1; 2; . » : ; q; 
- 0 , 
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b(2;.3) ^  Q  ^
and is the limiting covariance matrix of 
To see that B is nonsingular note that 
ijla) x,(l.2)\ 
= C T C 
- (2,1) 2(2,2) ' ~~~ 
where 
T = S (l,t,...,tk+S),(i^ t,...,tk*S) 
~ t=l 
and 
£- (k+i): ' "''(k+q.);^ ' 
Therefore B is nonsingular and 
D A"^  D —^ B"^  . 
Also D ^  TD converges in distribution to a multivariate normal random 
variable vith mean zero and covariance matrix B= We siimmarize oij.r results 
in Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of this section hold. Then 
l i - i \  
 ^ I A I £  ^ -^1\ 
 ^ j Z - ;C j Vk+1^~  ^ ~ ' 
\ i - d  
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The elements of (j6', , £')' are fixed linear combinations of the 
parameters of the original problem. Therefore the ordinary regression 
statistics can be used, in large samples, to perform tests and set con­
fidence intervals for the parameters of the original regression model 
(3.1). we note that the assumption that the are i.i.d. (0,cr^ ) may be 
modified to the e^  ' s being independent with a -uniformly bounded. 2+1] moment 
where T| > 0. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE SECOND ORDER PROCESS WITH TWO UNIT ROOTS 
Order in Probability Results 
Some nonstationary autoregressive processes which have been useful in 
applications are those for which differencing results in a stationary pro­
cess. For examples of situations in which this type of model has been 
used for empirical time series see Box and Jenkins (197O). For a treat­
ment of mildly explosive autoregressive processes with one unit root see 
Dickey (I976) and Fuller (1976). In this chapter we shall discuss auto­
regressive processes for which the second differences form a stationary 
process. 
We consider first the second order autoregressive process with both 
characteristic roots equal to one. Define the time series by 
Yt = 2Y^ _i - t^-2 % t = 1, 2 , . . .  (iv. 1) 
= y^  t = -1,0 , 
where  ^is a sequence of i.i.d. (0,cr^ ) random variables. Instead of 
considering directly the regression of on  ^and Y_^   ^ib is coiiveiiiciit 
to consider the properties of ^  the regression coefficients 
obtained by regressing Y^  on Y^ _g^  and Y_^ _^  -  ^ t = 1,2, ...,n. 
We shall, for convenience, assume y _ = y. = 0 and reserve until 
-X 0 
later a proof that the limiting properties of ^  do not depend on the 
initial conditions (y ^ ,yg). Preliminary to the main results of this 
section several needed lemmas are presented. 
Lemma 4.1. Let model (4.1) and the associated assumptiœis hold. Let 
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G > 0 te given. Then there exist > 0, > 0, and N such that for n>N 
p{M^n^ < yZ < M^n^} > 1 - e . 
Proof. Solving the defining difference equation 
"a ' t!l ^  • 
Because the e^ /s are i.i.d. (0,cr^ ) 
n"3/2 -^ -^ 5(0,-qZ) 
where 
Therefore 
p _P -3  ^ p cr^  1] = liïïi 0^ n S t" = -^ 
t=l  ^
''î 
where is a chi-square random variable with one degree of freedom. Q 
IjATTima 4.2. Let model (4.1) hold. Let e > 0 he given. Then there exist 
^ CULIU. ou.\^ii viiCk V ' • XX ^ ±\ d 
2, n 2i 
P{M,n < Z Yf < M^ n'} > 1 - e 
t=l ^  
Proof, Applying Cauchy's Inequality 
n - n 
Z Yf > n"^ ( 2 Y )2 
6o 
Therefore 
where 
Therefore 
n n t 
t!i ° t!i  ^
-^5/2 g _^ _^ if(0,Tl^ ) 
t=l ^  
^ ^  n"^  2  ^
n^ co t=l 
rch l^ ^  g ^  
t=l 
where denotes a chi-square random variable with one degree of freedom. 
Thus the existence of is guaranteed. Furthermore, 
n _ n 
2 yf < n^  Z t ^  Yf . 
t=l t=l  ^
Because E(t ^ f) is uniformly "bounded and t = 0 (l) it follows that 
n , "  ^ P 
Z Y! = 0 (n ). 
6l 
LeTtmia 4.3. Let model (4.1) hold. Let e > 0 he given and define 
- \-2' 
9(n) = 
n 
V 
t-1 Z Y? t=l 
Then there exist > 0, > 0^  and N such that for all n > N 
P[M^ n"^  < 8(n) < > 1 - e 
Proof. The defining equation for Y^  is 
= 2Yt.l - ?t-2 " S • 
Multiplying through by Y^ _^ , 
%.i = - ViVs + Vl\ 
Upon summing, 
A%.i=* j/t-A 
Therefore 
- v„.i + 
and 
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+ —— 4-
n n XI n 
Z Yf Ljf 2 S 2 Z Yf 
t=l t=l t=l ^  t=l 
TriuS 
TL-1 
, K-1 - va-2 t!i q{n) = -
It is not difficult to show that 
- \-2) = ) 
and that 
Therefore, applying Lemma U.2 
9 ( n )  =  ^ ^  .  
The res\ilt is obtained by applying Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. U 
We shall now obtain order in probability statements for the error in 
the least squares estimator of &. 
Theorem 4.1. Define the time series  ^by 
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~ • ^t-2 % 
= 0 
= 1, 2 , . . .  
t - -1,0 
where {e^ }^ _^  is a sequence of i.i.d. (0,cr^ ) random variables. Let 
 ^ denote the regression coefficients obtained by regressing 
on  ^and Y^ _^  '  \  2   ^ 1,2,...,n. Then 
- 1), n(&2 - 1)1' = 0^ (1). 
Proof, The error in ^  is given by 
I KA I }jU a \ 
\V^/ 
-1 / n 
n 
t=l 
n n 
- D -1 r'l' 
where 
n n 
t—  ^ I/—  ^ L"—_I_ u—_L 
n n /2 n n 
2^  ^^t-1 ^ \^-l"-t-2^ \ " ^  %-l^ t^-l''^ t-2)^  -t-l^ t ' t=l t=l t=l t=l 
and 
n n n 
"C=± -G=J_ t=J_ 
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The following order in probability results can easily "be shown 
hold. 
t=l 
J>1\ = ' 
t=i 
and 
2 (y. n-Y. = Ojn) 
t=l  ^  ^
n 
Also 2 Yf T =0 (n^ ). Therefore N, = 0 (n^ ) and N_ = 0 (n^ ) . 
t=l P -LP _ 2 p 
To complete the proof it will be shown that D~ = O^ Cn" ). Now 
n n n 
D = Z 
t= 
where 
n 
e(n) = ^  . 
V v2 
Let e > 0 be given and choose > 0, > 0, and N as in LeiOma 4 
that; for n > N, 
tsTM \ " -"^ 1 < 9(n) < > 1 - e/3 . 
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Now let n > -rj- N and let 
n* = C ^  
where j denotes the greatest integer function. Note that n* > N and 
PC9(n*) } > 1 - e/3 
wnere 
n* 
e(n*) = 
4 
Thus 
P{e(n*) > > 1 - e/3 . 
This implies 
rA/„.v. \  ^  ^3 
— w\u/j  ^ J  ^ J. — J , 
We have 
n n 
z=± t=l 
t—1 t=l 
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n n* 
t=l t=l 
Because 0(n*) is the regression coefficient obtained by regressing 
Y^ _^ -Y^ _2 on t = 1,2,...;n* we have 
t=l 
Therefore 
n n* n* 
D > + Ce(n.)-e(n)]^  
> [e(n*) - 8(n)]2( Z Yf n)^ . 
t=l 
By Lemma h.2 there exists > 0 and Nq > N such that for all n > 
n L 
PC E y2 < M.n } < e/3 . 
t=l 3 
Therefore, for n > Nq  
M-n 8 
and 
P[D <U^ (^)(^) } < e 
P{D < M n 1 < e 
•«M? 
wnere in = p 
256 4 
v~l  ^/ -6\ Thus D = 0^ (11" ) . 
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Limiting Distributions 
Let {Y,}" t  satisfy the assimptions of Theorem 4.1. In this section 
"t u=—JL 
we shall characterize the limiting distributions of our least squares 
estimators and test statistics. In Chapter V the results will be extended 
to higher order processes with two unit roots. 
Let Q: and ^  denote the estimated regression coefficients obtained in 
the regression of on Y^ _^  and Y^ _^ -Y^ _2 for t = 1,2,...,n. Let a , 
and ^  denote the coefficients when a constant term is included in the 
regression and let {i^ , a^ , and denote the coefficients when a con­
stant and linear time trend are included in the regression. Let the 
symbols without the hat denote the corresponding parameters. We shall 
denote by 3, 3 (2), 3^ (3), 3^ (2) and 3^ (4) the test statistics analogous to 
the usual 'F' statistics for testing p) = (1,1), ^ 2' (1,1), 
Î(m-,0:^ ,Pjj^ ) = (0,l,l), I^ '(o'^ ,P^ ) = (l,l), 3iid ([j.^ ,0^ ,0;^ ,p^ ) = (0,0,1,3) 
respectively. We give our main results in Theorem h.2 end 4.3. Several 
lemmas which are needed in the proofs are presented following the theorems. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions and definitions of this section hold. 
Then 
i) 
\n (ê - 1) / 
xi) jn^ /% \ 
i \ ' 
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iii) 
n3/% 
\ n (ê -i) / 
where 
Wg - W| + 2WgW^  
H = 
I 1/2 W| 
1/2 Wg 
W. 
/I 
H = I W 
W, 
Wg-Wg+2WgW^  
1/2 W2 
W, 
1/2 Wp 
2 \ 
2 
W, / 
«2 
K 
' - — — -, — »? fsv • » * 1 / \ V 
' -L/C Wg 
«5 
1 1/2 3^ 
1/2 1/3 \ 
"^ 3 \ 
"2 
u 
"3 
1/2 
I % - S \ 
~ \ 1/2 W£ - ^  / 
I 
H 
ro 
I 
H 
Ç-
H 
li 
H' 
II C-1 8 
H 
H- M 
vn 
II 
H-It M : 
H 
vj H- M 
H- M 
•f-' 
<1 8 
IV) 
rolH 
•vj 
H' 10 
"'J H' U) 
W 
II 
H-Il M 8 
H 
ro 
I 
ro 
H-
Il M 
ro 
ro 
S! 
II II 
M 8 
rv> 
ro 
s: 
H M 
ro 1% 
ro 
VJl 
ro 
, s: 
H. 
ro s; ro 
s; 1 H M 
1 s: 
ro 1^ 
VJl 
TO 
and. is & sequence of NID (O^cr^) random variables. 
Proof. Define the sequence of random variables 
= ("m' "an' •••' V 
by 
where 
"an = \.x • 
V = I Vi. 
"ta '  ^Vl ' t;=l 
-2 Wr = n e' A e , 5n '-n ~n '-n 
P 
= n e' e , 
on r.# Ml Ml 
Zt - Yt - y^_3_ t - 0,1,..., 
- ...,e^ _^ )' , 
A = 5' B , Ml Ml ~n 
and B is the lower triangular matrix 
Ml 
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r 1 
1 
1 
En -
1 
1 
i X -L • • • I 
"With dimension (n-l)x(n-l). 
Applying Lemmas 4.4, 4.$, 4.6, 4.%, 4.8, 4.9 and Theorem 4.1, 
I n^ (a - 1) 
\n (P - 1) J 
and 
\n (p^ -1) 1 
h"^  h +0 (n"^ /^  
~lj.n '-iJ.n p^  ) ; 
= n lA f ..~l/2\ Wpvu 
"Where H , h , H ; h , H , and h are defined analogously to H, h, Ml ~n ~y.n ~vLn "-TU '^ n 
h , H , and h with W. replaced by W. . 
 ^ T' —T z m 
Let X  ^ ,... T )' denote the eigenvalues of A with j-i*. cxi n—x^n 'Ml 
>^2n > ^n-ljn' Furthermore let 3.^ = 
denote the eigenvector corresponding to normalized so that x_.^ _ = 
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and define the orthogonal transformation of ^  into ..., 
n-l -1/2 n-1 
int) 4 ®t 
Therefore 
n-1 
I^n " l^in ""in ' 1=J-
2^n ~ 2^in ^ in ^  1=1 
3^n ' 3^in ^ in ' 
\n = \in "^in ' 
1=1 
-2  2  
V" ,5, in ' 
2 2 
*6n = a Xia , i=j. 
where 
= 0" j = 1,2,3,^ , i = 1^ 2, ...,n-l 
We note that the i = 1,2,...,n-l are loncorrelated v.àth mean zero and 
variance cr^ , 
Now define for k < n 
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"lii = ®lln V ' 1=X 
2^nk 2^in ^ in ' 1=1 
3^nk 3^in ^ in ' 
k 
S 
i=l n^k - i^n ' 
-4 k 2 2 
"Shk = % i^a "in ' 
Also let 
à+1 
= #i&r i = : 
Using Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, for fixed 
 ^-lin = , 
~ y"2 0^  ) 
nr$>® 
 ^Sin =• /2 (Vf - y?) , 
n->® 
 ^\in - /2 (i r? - yj + y^ ), 
nr5>® 
 ^ \n = >1 • 
n->co 
Let k be a fixed positive integer. By Lemma 4.12 
as n —>00. Let 
= 2 / 2  y  V  ,  
i=l 
= Z v^ Z-y? V , 
 ^ i=l -  ^
= z /2 (y? - y3)v , 
= z /2 (# y? - y- + y-) , 
1=1 
= % ?! ' 
 ^ i=l 
1=1 
where {V_.]^ _-. is a sequence of N3D {0,<J^ ) random variables. We note that 
by Lemma 4.12_. for fixed k; the limiting joint distribution (as n-$><=) of 
tkat of Let 
W = (W^ ;Wg;... ; W^ g) ' where denotes \ Note that by Kolmogorov's 
Inequality W is a well-defined random vector and as k->». 
£ We wish to show that (^ 2n^ 2^n^  ' ' ' (as nr>m). To accom­
plish this we shall apply Lemma 6.3.I of Fuller (1976) (see also 
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Diananda (1953)). let ^  '"''^ 6)'  ^arbitrary real vector 
6 
with Tl'Tl i 0 and consider t, = E W. . We shall use the notation of 
' -Ml  ^ J jn 
Fuller and set 
and 
where 
0=1 
§ = E Tu W. , 
-5_T J o 
Sn = + »jm 
S, 
ml 
à 
Z 11, w^  
j=i 0 jn 
k < n 
k > n 
and 
D, kn 
k < n 
k > n 
In the notation of Fuller, we have shown that 
X 
S, $>F. kn k^ 
as nr$>» 
and 
h 
-> F, as k->» . 
To obtain ... ;Wg^ ) ' —it is sufficient to show that 
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("jn - ° 
uniformly in n. Note that because = 0 for n < k we may define 
W. for n < k. 
To show plim (W. - w. , ) = 0 uniformly in a for i = 1,2,...,6 we 
k— 
shall consider and Wg^ . The others will easily follow from the 
results for and 
For k < n-1 we have 
Because 
I^nk - "in lin ""in 
1 / p  
Var(W^ ) = Var(n" / Z e ) 
t=l 
= Hll 0^  
n 
we have 
n-1 
Z Ô 2 n-1 lin n 
z=± 
Using JoHey (1961, p. 5) 
CO 
Z 2 y! = 1 . 
t-1  ^
Thus we may choose ÏÏQ SO that 
Z 2 7? > 1 - 0/2 
i=l  ^
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Since lim = 2yf we may choose > Nq and k so that for n > 
n-> = 
k 
2 6?. > 1 - e . 
i=i 
Then 
Ifi- ' • • 
To establish uniform, convergence let k^  > and n > k^ . 
Then 
4 ' il 
< e for all n > k^  . 
Therefore, 
plte (Wj^  - W^ ) = 0 
k—^ >=° 
•uniformly in n. 
We now consider 
-If 2 
= n e' A e 
on •~n ~n 
From the development.in Lemma 
/ N-
"en ' - Vl'' 
We have 
n—1 "fc—l 
= Z (n-J)e - S (t-j)e, 
j=l - 3=1 '' 
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t—l n—1 
= (n-t) S e. + E (n-j) e . 
j=l  ^ j=t  ^
Furthermore 
n—t 
= cr^ tCn-t)^  + cr^  2 
j=l 
= o^ (n-t)2 + 0^  (n-t)(n-t^ l)(2n-2t^ l) 
Therefore 
E(Wr ) = a^ n"" Z [t(n-t)^  + —] + 0(n~") 
t=l  ^
n-l _ _ _ 
= cr^  Z (n^ -3n^ +2t^ ) + C(n" ) 
 ^ t=l 
= Ç * O(n-l) 
Using JoUey (19^ 1, p. 5) we also have 
À'z-
2.=± 
Also 
"6n = r -in in ' 
1=1 
Therefore 
2 1 lim n S = ^  . 
n^ œ i=l " 
-k 4 Because for fixed. ±, lim n' Xr = y. we may use the same procedure 
n-^ œ 
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used for to show-In 
plm (¥g^  - Wg^ ) = 0 
K—$>00 
uniformly in n. It follows that 
Di- = 0 
k-^ œ KG 
uniformly in n and 
W —. 
We may write each of our estimators as a function of ^  say f (^ ) 
Using Theorem 4.1, f(W) is continuous except on a set of probability 
zero. Therefore our estimators converge in distribution as stated. 
Theorem 4.3- Let the assumptions and definitions of this section hold 
Then 
i) 3 —£-i> ^  , 
ii) 3^ (2) -i-> Ç (1^  - Wj) , 
Hi) 3^ (3)  ^, 
_2 
iv) 3^ (2)  ^ir^  ^  - a2{i Wj - K^ Wg + w|)) , 
2 
V) 3^ w-^ > V s;'a, • 
Proof. The results follow from the development in Theorem h.2. 
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We now present the lemmas used in Theorem 4.2. 
Lemma k.k. Let the assumptions of this section hold and let 
for t = 0,1,... . Then 
,-l 
t=l 
Proof. The defining equation for is 
Therefore 
and 
We have 
and 
Z_j_ — Z^  2  ^~ 1,2, ,..,n 
= 0 t = 0 
i': ' J/vx+ v i  ^  J, i 
 ^ \ = i ®t 
t=l 
Z e^  = a^ -)-0(n 
t-1  ^ B 
\_1 % = i "L - Ï ^ t=l 
since n - Z^  ) = 0 (n . 
 ^ n n-1  ^
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LpTTimn. 4. Under the assumptions of this section 
t + 0p(n--/2) 
Proof, The sum 
n n n 
2 te = Z ne - 2 (n-t)e 
t=l t=l t=l 
n—1 n—1 
= n 2 e - 2 (n-t)e + 0 (n) . 
t=l t t=l  ^ 9 
Therefore 
= "in - "2n + Op*""''''") • 
LCTTma h.6. Under the assmptions of this section 
A % = "in «an - V " 
Proof. Defining {Y^ } in terms of 
t^ ~ "t-1 ^  ^ t t _ 1,2,...;n 
Thus 
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n 
Z 
t=l 
n 
= 2 
t=]_ 't-i 
+ 2 
n 
Z 
n 
Z 
t=i ""t-i 
Then 
n 1.2 1 n 
Also 
and 
Therefore 
and 
4 't-i = i - i 4 - 4 ^t-i \ 
% = i + A vi ^  
Therefore 
2:  ^ïn_i Z^ _i - n ^  Z Z2 + 0^ (n 
•C=X u-j. 
= "in "sn - V + 
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LeTrmia. 4.7. Under the assumptions of this section 
Proof. We have 
n n n 
Z t  2 ,  _  =  n  Z Z ^ -  Z (n-t)Z  ^
t=l  ^- t=l t=l 
==vi - j; vi • 
Therefore 
n-5/2 2 t , = W_ - W_ + 0_(n'-^ /^ ) 
t=l  ^
Lemma 4.8. Under the assumptions of this section 
-t-i "t-i = I "in " • 
Proof. We have 
4 \.X = f(4 -14  ^
1 ~ . /^o. 
- 2 + °p("" -) • 
Thus 
\-l h-l ' I "Sn " 
m 
Lemma Under the assumptions of Theorem k-.l 
n"^  S Yf T = W. - + 2W_ + 0^ (n"-^ ) 
n 
-1> 
t=l t-1 6n 2n 2n 3n 
Proof. 
by 
Define ^  = (Wj/Wg, 
UJ = A e . 
~n Ml 
Now 
A = B ' B 
"<1 "-n 
\ 
n-1 n-2 n-3 • X 
n-2 n-2 n-3 . 1 
n-3 n-3 n-3 . 1 
1 1 1 1 / 
so that 
Therefore 
"t ° " ^ t-i • 
n-1 
= e' A^  e = Z œf , 
on Ml ~n ~n t 
"vVi-Vi»" ' 
-G=JL 
ïjt-i * 
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The Sim of squares 
+ ^ n-l 4 \-l - K-1 
= e' Af e - nyZ _ + 2Y . Z Y, , + 0 (n^ ) , 
~n '-n ~n n--L n-x "g-j- p 
and 
( 
n.l ' "6n - «in + %n + 
Summarizing the preceding lemmas we have 
Xh-1% = i "!n - T " ' t=l 
(ii) n-3/2 2 te^  . «la - "2n + ' 
t=l 
(iii) n-2 = Vsn - % + ' 
(iv) n-2 { Z|_i = «5^  , 
r- I ' 
jjt-A-l = I "In + ' 
j/Ll ' '%n - «ir. " ®2nV " ' 
(viii) n-7/2 2 t Yt_i = 
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Also, we have defined 
(i) = S /2 y V , 
i=l 
(ii) = Z /2 7? V , 
- i=l 
(iii) /2 (y? - 7^ ) V. , 
i=l 
(iv) Wj^  = /2 (| •yf - 7? + r^ ) \ ; 
(v) W  ^ Z y? V? , 
 ^ i=l 1 1 
00 1 
(Vi) Wg = Z y. . 
i=l 
LpTmna ^ .10. Let the ass-umptions of this section hold. Let denote the 
i^  ^largest eigenvalue of Then for fixed i 
 ^ ' ((2i.l)n) • 
n-5><» 
Proof. See Dickey (19T6). 
LPTnma 4.11. Let the assumptions of this section hold. Let 
-1/ .^ i+1 
ana ls-c c .. Jin 
defined as in (4.1). Then for fixed i 
y^  = 2[(2i-l)n]"^ (_l)i d let j = 1,2,...,4; i = 1,2,...,n-l be 
(i) lim 6 = /2 y. , 
n-> CO 
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(ii) lim = /2 7? , 
(iii) lim 6 = /2 (?! - 7?) , 
(iv) lim = /2 (| y? - + y%) 
33.-^ ' 
Proof. For (i) and (ii) see Dickey (1976). To show (iii) consider 
3^in = • 
 ^ 1/2 Let c. = ( Z X? . ) ' . We have for fixed i, 
t=l 
. n-1 
_-5/2 
—— (n(n-l)e^ + (n-1) (n-2)e2 + ... + 
By Dickey (1976), 
V = OOSI'H "b^ i + ('ij-X. -1^  ^ /2 sini'S. t; 
"int 'in ' ' in ' - xn • 
where 
9^  = &rccos(l-(2\^ g)"l) 
\n = Ï 
Therefore 
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_ "5/2 n.-l _i /p 
cov('Li^ ;^W J = 2__— [ 2 (n-t)(n-t+l)[cos(9^ ^^ )+(4\^ -^l) sin(0^ t^;)]} 
-5/2 n.-l 
= c"J ^  [ 2 (n-t)2cos(e t)] + 0(n' ) in  ^
1 -5/2 n-1 n-1 n-1 
:7 -^;r— [n^  2 cos(e. t)+2n Z tcos(e. t) + Z t^ cos(e t)] + 0(n ) 
in 2 t=l  ^ t=l 
Using Dickey's results 
and 
lim n^ /^  c'^  = /2 
n-1 
lim n •*" Z cos(0^ t^) = 
n-> <= t=l 
Using JoUey (19^ 1, p. 80), 
V t cos(0.^ t) = I sin (-^ 1^=^  e. J C8c(^ ) 
t=l 
Q 
+ ^  (1 - cos(ne^ J) csc^ (-|2^ ) , 
and 
-k n-1 Z t  C Q s ( e .  t )  =  7. - -v^ 
t=l  ^  ^
We will now evaluate 
n—1 n—1 
Z t^  cos(e. t) = Z t sln(8. t) 
t=l t=l 
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' kr ïi ' • 
Using Jolley (I961); 
Z t==os{9^^ t) = I5- ri Sin(n9.^)cs<=^(-fi) 
t=i in 
- I cos(lf^ ^^ ) c.c(^ )] 
= Ç csc^ (-^ )[n sin(-|S)ccs(ne^ )^ - sin(ne^ )^cos(-|-}] 
e. o 1 8. (2n-l)0. , 0. (2n-l)e. 
+ § csc2(^ )L(-^ )sin(^ )sin( 5-^ ) + - cos(-^ )cos( )^] 
The following results are derived in Dickey (197&) 
i^n\ (2i-l] 2") = lim n sin(-^ = (^ i-l)^  ^  ^
c^o 
lim cos(n6 ) = cos(^ ^^ "^ ^^ ) = 0 , ID-
n->» 
' • A n Ï > / _ \ j_4-_L 
and 
lim sinlnS. ; = 8in(. ^ g "' ) = , 
n^ ® 
lim cos(-|=) = 1 . 
n->co 
Therefore 
_3 1^ -1 o 
lim n ^  S cos(9. t) = y_. - 2y. 
n-$>os t=l in X i 
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and 
lim a'^  cov(ii^ ;^W ) = ^  [y^  - 2(y^  " ">1) ^  
nr>oo -J 
= /2 (y? - r?) . 
To express W, in terms of the u. 's we shall need to evaluate 
n-l 
2 t^  cos(9. t).. We have 
t=l 
n-l _ n-l 2 
Z t-^  cos(e t) - z - t cos{9 t) 
t=l  ^ t=l ®^in 
_-v2 n-l 
in t=± 
Using Jolley (I96I); 
V t^  cos(e^ t^) (| sin((^  ^e^ _^)csc(-^ )-|(l-cos(ne^ )^)csc2(-|^ )t 
t=l in 
Evaluating the second derivative, 
cos(8,^ t) = BÎi|zàl sin(^ ^^  
- g 8in(-^ ^^  e. JCOS2(^ )CSC3(^ ) 
9. „ 9. 
- J co8(-^ )sin(iie^ Jc8C-"(-^ ) 
+ I [l-cos(n9^ )^]cos^ (-|^ )csc^ (^ ) 
+ ^  cos(n8^ )c8c=(!^ ) 
9,_ 
+ ^  [1 - cos(n9^ .^ )]csc^ (-|ii) 
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- ç 8in(ae^ )co8(-^ )csc3(^ ) 
Taking limits. 
J, -^1 3 -3 L). 
lim n" 2 t^ cos(@. t) = y. - 6yT + by. 
r x - > =  t - 1  m i l l  
As a check, one may also calculate the above limit as 
k ^~1 O _T ^~1 +3 + 
lim n~ L t cos(e. t) = lim n Z (-) cos(n0. (-)) 
Il->co t=l nr>® t=l 
= f- X- cos((2i-l)n^  x)dx 
0  ^
= Yi - ' 
We have 
t=l 
n-1 
= n-7/2 ecv(c-^  E e^ , 
t=l 
Tl— ^  ^ . * . \ o f  V . \  i r f  Y i  —  i T  
L L'- + -'-g-' j e ; + U(,n J 
t=l  ^ ~ 
jCOSvo^ o^;j -f v\Il J  
_n -T/pfr,^  ^ -1 n2 ^ -1 
= o^c,."" n '' 1— Z cos(e,_t) - — Z t cos(e_.^t) 
"• +-.=^ 1 -- +.=1 
1 n-1 ^ 
+ 7 Z t cos(9. t) 
 ^t=l -
+ 0(n"^ ) . 
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Therefore 
lija (J'"^  cov(u^ ,^W^ )^ = /2 [| - I (y^  - ->1) 
+ I - 6y^ + 6y^)] 
- /2(| y! - Ti + y:) ' D 
LpTTTTna 4.12. Let the assumptions of this section hold. Then for all posi­
tive integers k 
Proof. 
where 
Vt = c°=(8.^ t) + oot(.i£^ )sin(e.^ t) , 
and 
®in " . 
For fixed i 
Using the results of Dickey (197^ ) 
n 
"1. = J, Vt 
Also 
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1 n 
lim n" Z X? . = 1/2 . 
t=l 
It follows that 
X? . 
lim sup > 0 . 
rr^ co l<t<n-l ~ ^ 2 
j=l 
Therefore, we may apply the Lindeberg Central Limit Theorem for double 
arrays, (see e.g. Chung (197^  ^p. 205))^  and conclude that 
u.^ -^ N(0,cr2) ^ 
Because the covariance matrix of (u_^ ,u^ ,... ,u^ )^ ' is o^ I,. for all n > k 
("to'V' • • • n 
Theorem Under the assumptions of this section the limiting distribu­
tion of I n^ (p^ -l)^  
\ (Sg-l) ; 
Proof. Define by 
does not depend on the initial vector (y y^ ). 
= V i" - Va'" "t 
t = -1,0 
a«d  ^(^ t-1 - ^ t-2' + % t = 1,2,, 
= t = -1,0 . 
Therefore, 
9^ 
Thus 
Also 
,V? = ,V^o " (^ 0 -t=l t=l 
= L X® + 0 . 
t.l t P 
}yt - \.i^ = ,\h^h - Vl' + Op<°"'' ' 
t=l t=l 
z (Y. - Y. = z (X - X )2 + 0 (n^ /^ ) , 
t=l  ^ t=l  ^  ^
lA n q /p 
z ït \ =  ^\ % + 0 , 
t«l  ^  ^ t=l  ^ ® 
,V^ t - ^ t-i'% = • t=i v=± 
The result therefore follows. Û 
We note that; unlike the case when there is a root larger than one in 
modulus; the limiting distributions do not depend on the distribution of 
the e^ 's. We also note that the results of this section imply that the 
limiting distributions obtained by Dickey for the single unit root case 
under normality of the e^ 's also apply for e^ d^.i.d, (O,. cr^ ). We have chosen 
to assume that e^ 's are i.i.d. (O^ cf ) in our theorems. However the results 
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are applicable for independent e^ 's with E{je^ j^ '^ } < M for some 6 > 0 . 
Simulation 
In order to generate a realization of in the simulation, we will re­
place the infinite sums "by finite sums. We will use the method of simula­
tion employed by Dickey (I976), viiere the sums were truncated at k = 72. 
The weights are replaced by where the y^ 's satisfy 
i) = y^  i = 1,2,..,,1^  , 
k CO 
ii) Z 
i=l 
z 
i=l 
k 
II 
03 
i ii) Z 
i=l 
II Z 
i=l 
^i 
iv) 1 Z - E '/] < 5 X 10"^ ° for r = 2,3,...,8 . 
i=l  ^ i=l 
The W^ 's i = 1,2,..., 6 were generated by substituting the ' s into the 
formulas of Theorem 4.2. The norma], independent (0,1) pseudo-random, vari-
Rojes were generated by the program Super Duper from McGill University^  
In Table ^ -.1 we list the number of samples, m, generated for each series 
of length n. At each (m,n) combinations there were r replications. 
Table 4.1 Parameters of Monte Carlo Study 
n 25 50 100 250 5CO = 
m 25000 25000 25000 25000 10000 100000 
r 2 2 1 1 1 2 
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The statistics for finite samples sizes were generated with initial 
conditions (Y = (0,0). To obtain the estimated percentiles a 
histogram containing 2000 cells was used. The estimated percentiles were 
obtained by interpolating linearly from the histogram. The percentiles 
reported in Tables 4.2, 4.3, and k.k were obtained by fitting the function 
-0=2 
p(n) = OQ + n 
to each estimated percentile. In each case a function of this form 
appeared to approximate well the behavior of the estimated percentile as 
a function of n, the sample size. The regression equations were estimated 
using weighted nonlinear least squares where the weights were the number of 
samples used in estimating the percentile. In each of the 78 fitted 
equations the lack of fit test statistic was calculated. The distribution 
of the test statistic was approximated by a F distribution with 3 s^ d 3 
degrees of freedom. Four of the calculated test statistics exceeded the 
95 percentile of the s^tribution. None exceeded the 97' 5 percentile. 
The predicted percentiles obtained from these regressions are presented in 
Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4^ 4. 
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Table k,?. Empirical percentiles for estimators of a. 
.01 .025 .05 .10 .90 .95 .975 .99 
n n^(a - 1) 
25 -61.83 -4i.6o -28.60 -18.58 18.50 28.33 38.52 53.41 
50 -63.58 -42.31 -28.66 -18.58 18.59 28.62 39.46 55.12 
100 -64.91 -42.84 -38.71 -18.59 18.66 28.83 4o.o6 56.17 
250 -66.19 -43.33 -28.78 -18.59 16.74 29.02 40.53 56.96 
500 -66.89 -43.60 -28.82 -18.60 18.78 29.12 40.73 57.30 
œ 
-69.11 -44.37 -29.43 -18.62 19.03 29.40 4l. 09 57.84 
- 1) 
25 -102.72 -73.45 -55.34 -38.44 18.79 28.33 38.35 43.15 
50 -111.79 -80.64 -58.81 -4o.6l 18.97 28.97 39.61 55.31 
100 -117.43 -84.49 -60.88 -41.75 19.12 29.42 40.46 56.72 
250 -121.75 -86.98 -62.39 -42.48 19.28 29.84 41.17 57.87 
500 -123.62 -87.88 -63.01 -42.75 19.38 30.05 41.51 58.41 
CO 
-126.70 -88.92 -63.92 -43.04 19.92 30.60 42.20 59.42 
rff&T - 1) 
25 -232.44 -164.63 -151.16 -118.64 5.27 21.19 36.92 59.34 
50 -276.30 -215.96 -173.47 -•134.28 4.14 21.26 37.63 60.66 
100 -300.32 -233.42 -185.98 -•142.91 3.81 21. 31 38.19 61.71 
250 -316.27 -245.34 -194.51 -•l48.71 3.69 21. 36 38.75 62.79 
500 -322.20 -249.90 -197.78 -•150.68 3.67 21.39 39.07 63.42 
CO 
-329.37 -255.73 -201.95 --153.57 3.67 21. 50 40.22 65.92 
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Table ^4-. 3 Empirical percentiles for estimators of p. 
.01 .025 .05 .10 .90 .95 .975 .99 
n ii(S - 1 )  
25 -15,71 -12-79 -10.^7 -8.04 1.84 2.70 3.38 4.23 
50 -16.67' -13.28 -10.81 -8.28 1.6 k  2.40 3.03 3.73 
100 -17.23 -13.60 -11.04 -8.42 1 . ^  2.26 2.86 3.51 
250 - x j . 6 k  -13.87 -11.22 -8.53 1.49 2.18 2.76 3.39 
500 -IT.81 -14.00 -11.30 -8.58 1.47 2.16 2.73 3.36 
CO 
-18.05 -14.25 -11.46 -8.64 1.46 2.14 2.70 3.33 
1 
25 -20.04 -17.49 -15.15 -12.71 -0.33 0.89 1.86 2.97 
50 -22.59 -19.23 -16.52 -13.69 -0.58 0.57 1.49 2.39 
100 -24.02 -20.24 -17.29 -14.25 -0.71 0.42 1.31 2.16 
250 
- 2 k .99 -20.95 -17.83 -14.64 -0.80 0.33 1.20 2.05 
500 -25.36 -21.24 -18.03 -14.80 -0.83 0.30 1.17 2.02 
CO 
-25.83 -21.63 -18.31 -15.00 -0.87 0. 28 1.13 2.00 
T -
25 - 2 k .03 -21.28 -19.16 -16.68 -2.86 -1.55 -0.50 0.74 
50 -28.47 -25.00 -22.11 -18.99 -3.46 -2.15 -1.09 0.09 
100 -31.04 -27.08 -23.78 -20.29 -3.77 -2.44 -1.38 -0.22 
250 -32.85 -28.50 -24.95 -21.20 -3.97 -2.62 -1.5k -0.39 
500 -33.58 -29.04 -25.40 -21.54 -4.o4 -2.67 -1.59 -0.45 
CO 
-34.57 -29.73 -26.00 -22.00 -4.11 -2.72 -1.64 -0.49 
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Table 4.4 Empirical percentiles for test statistics. 
.50 .80 .90 .95 .975 .99 
n F 
25 0.96 2.05 2.89 3.78 4.66 6.01 
50 0.9T 2.03 2.82 3.60 4.4l 5.52 
100 0.98 2.02 2.78 3.53 4.29 5.31 
250 0.98 2.01 2.76 3.49 4.22 5.20 
500 0.98 2.01 2.76 3.48 4.20 5.17 
00 0.98 2.01 2.75 3.47 4.18 5.14 
F^ 2^) 
25 2.56 4.44 5.78 7.17 8.61 10.55 
50 2.58 4.30 5.47 6.61 7.76 9.22 
100 2.58 4.24 5.33 6.36 7.38 8.65 
250 2.59 4.20 5.25 6.23 7.18 8.36 
500 2.59 4.19 5.22 6.19 7.13 8.28 
CO 2.59 4.18 5.21 6.16 7.08 8.22 
25 
. 
2.07 3.3^ - 4 28 c; 00 w/* —— 7- 59 ' 
50 2.05 3.20 3.99 4.76 5.55 6.56 
100 2.04 3.13 3.86 4.55 5.24 6.11 
250 2.03 3.09 3.79 4.44 5.08 5.00 
500 2.03 3.08 3.76 4.4l 5.03 5.81 
09 2.03 3.07 3.75 4.39 5.00 5.76 
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Table h.k (continued) 
.50 .80 .90 .95 .975 .99 
n F^ (2) 
25 4.97 7.70 9.54 11.41 13.34 15.88 
50 4.89 7.21 8.75 10.17 11.61 13.43 
100 4.86 6.98 8.36 9.58 10.80 12.31 
250 4.83 6.86 8.13 9.25 10.34 11.70 
500 4.83 6.82 8.05 9.15 10.20 11.52 
CO 4.82 6.78 7.98 9.05 10.08 11.37 
25 3.13 4.59 5.63 6.66 7.74 9.25 
50 2.99 4.19 5.00 5.77 6.51 7.49 
100 2.92 4.00 4.71 5.36 5.96 6.74 
250 2.89 3.90 4.55 5.14 5.68 6.38 
500 2.88 3.87 4.50 5.07 5.60 6.28 
œ 2.87 3.84 4,45 5.01 5.54 6.21 
Distribution free 95^  confidence intervais were calculated for each 
estimated percentile (see e.g. David (1970, p. 13)). Standard errors were 
then estimated by dividing the width of the confidence interval by 
2(1.90) = 3.92. For each of the distributions simulated the estimated 
standard errors at each percentile were closely proportional to m 
where m is the number of samples generated and depended little on the 
sample size n. In Tables 4. 4.6, and k.'j we present the estimated 
standard errors for the percentiles of the limiting distributions. The 
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standard errors are shown in parentheses below the estimated percentile. 
Table U-. 5. Empirical percentiles and estimated standard errors for the 
limiting distribution of estimators of a. 
.01 .025 .05 .10 .90 .95 .975 .99 
n^ (a-l) -69.11 
(0.48) 
-44.37 
(0.22) 
-29.43 
(0.13) 
-18.62 
(0.07) 
19.03 
(0.06) 
29.40 
(0.11) 
41.09 
(0.18) 
57.84 
(0.31) 
-126.70 
(0.71) 
-88.92 
(0.38) 
-63.92 
(0.24) 
-43.04 
(0.12) 
19.92 
(0.07) 
30.60 
(0.11) 
42.20 
(0.19) 
59.42 
(0.31) 
-329.37 
(1.28) 
-255.73 
(0.80) 
-201.95 
(0.49) 
-153.57 
(0.30) 
3.67 
(0.11) 
21.50 
(0.18) 
40.22 
(0.29) 
65.92 
(0.51) 
Table 4.6. Empirical percentiles and estimated standard errors for the 
limiting distribution of estimators of p. 
.01 .025 .05 .10 .90 .95 .975 .99 
n(^ -l) -18.05 -14.25 -11.46 - 8.64 1.46 2.14 2.70 3.33 
(0.06) (0.04) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
n(ê -1) -25.83 -21.63 -18.31 -15.00 -0.87 0.28 1.13 2.00 
M- (0.07) (0.05) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
-34.57 -29.73 -2c.00 -22.00 -4.il - 2 .  ( 2  -J.. 0+ 
T (0.08) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) 
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Table 4.7. Empirical percentiles and estimated standard errors for the 
limiting distribution of the test statistics. 
.5 .8 .9 .95 .975 .99 
3 0.98 
(.002) 
2.01 
(.004) 
2.75 
(.005) 
3.47 
(.007) 
4.18 
(.010) 
5.14 
(.018) 
3/2) 2.59 
(.004) 
4.18 
(.005) 
5.21 
(.007) 
6.16 
(.009) 
7.08 
(.013) 
8.22 
(.019) 
3^ (3) 2.03 
(.002) 
3.07 
(.003) 
3.75 
(.005) 
4.39 
(.006) 
5.00 
(.009) 
5.76 
(.012) 
3^ (2) 4.82 
(.005) 
6.78 
(.006) 
7.98 
(.008) 
9.05 
(.010) 
10.08 
(.014) 
11.37 
(.022) 
37(4) 2.87 
(.002) 
3.84 
(.003) 
4.45 
(.004) 
5.01 
(.006) 
5.54 
(.008) 
6.21 
(.011) 
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CHAPTER V. HIGHER ORDER PROCESSES WITH TWO UNIT ROOTS 
Order in Probability Results 
In this chapter we shall consider estimation and hypothesis testing 
for the p^  ^order autoregressive process with two unit roots. Define the 
tijae series by 
t^ " ^ l\-l °2^ t-2 ^   ^'^ P^ -P ®t  ^ 1;.2,... (5.1) 
=0 t = -p+1,-p+2,.,,,0 
where is a sequence of i.i.d. (0,cr^ ) random variables. Assume the 
roots of the associated, characteristic equation satisfy 
= 1, Im^ . 1 < 1 j = 3,^ ;...;9. 
Now {y }^ satisfies 
= ?t.l + (Tt_l - ?t.2) + Zt t = 1, 2 , . . .  
=0 t - -1;0 
where f Z.1? ._ is given by 
- T." •c=-pi-^  
t^ " ^ A-1 ^  ^  ^yp_2^ t-iH-2 ^  "t 2,... 
= 0 t = -ÏH-3,-p+2,. ..,0 
and. the roots of 
5=1 ' 
are is thus asymptotically stationary. 
1<* 
Lemma 5.1. Under the assumptions of model (5-1) 
S 2^\-l ( Z Y!) " = 0 (n ") 
t=l  ^ P 
Proof. Define 
\ ' "^ l^ t-l " ^ 2^ t-2 °° p^-2^ t-pf2 
Therefore  ^satisfies 
t^ ^  ^ t-1 (^ t-1 " \-2^  ®t t = 1, 2 , . . .  
= 0 t = -1,0 . 
By Lemma 4.2 we have 
n -1 K 
( Z W2) = C, (n-4) . 
t=l  ^ P 
Now 
tîl ' ^ 2^ t-2 - • • • - yp_2^ t-lM-2)' 
p-2 n 
< ( Z  l y l ) 2  Z  Y |  
i=0 t=-p+l 
where = 1. 
Thus 
z  yZ >  (  z  !?  | ) -2  z Wf 
t^ -p+1 ^ i=0 1 t=l '-• 
and 
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,2.-1  ^, -h. ( Z Yf) = 0 (n . 
t=l  ^ P 
A A 
Theorem 5.1. let the assumptions of model (5-1) hold. Let 
v^ ,yp,...,7^  2 denote tîE estimated regression coefficients obtained by 
regressing on Y^ _^ , (Y^ _^  - Y^ _2), \-2' t^-p+2 
t  =  1 , 2 , L e t  T h e n  
i) C&^ -l) =: 0^ (n'^ ), (^ g-l) = Op(n"^ ) , 
ii) - "v) has a limiting multivariate normal distribution with 
mean zero and covariance matrix cr^  T ^  where 
lim Cov(2^ ,Z+^ |<_,|) 
t->= " " O I 
for i, j = 1, 2, ...,p-2. 
Proof. Let (Pj_2.''^ i2^  ' ^  ~ 0,1, ...,p-2 denote the estimated regression 
coefficients obtained by regressing  ^on Y^ _^  and ~ g) for 
t — 1,2,,,,, n. 
We have 
I ^ /6... f Z Yf 
n 
I t=l t:=l I t=l 
\-l/ n 
n 
Jz 
for i = 0,1,...,p-2. Therefore 
Pi i \  I  h i '  
Pi: ;p 
= D 
N. 2 /  
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where 
n n n n \2 
"il = (\-l-V2) Vi ' 
t=j. "0=1 X=1 t=l 
x=l "t=-L 0=1 t=l 
v—2. V—  ^ X—JL 
It is not difficult to obtain the following order in probability 
results. 
n \2 _ n »^,2> (\-rV2' = Op(" ' •• 
t=l 
n 
Z Y, -|Z, . - 0 (n ) i - 0,1,...,p-2 , 
t=l ^ 
+Z\(?t_l-?t_2)Zt-i = Op(a) i = 0,1,...,p_2 
z=± 
U.xxs-.a. wj. v-> y 
 ^- 0, u., ...,p-2 
and N^ g = O^ (n^ ) i = 0,1,...,p-2. 
We will show that D ^  = 0^ (n~^ ). 
Now, 
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n 
D = Z Yf 
t=l t=:l 
n 
2 (Y 
u=± 
where 
'^—n 
Now 
Tl = % + Op(n-') 
SO that there exist > 0, > 0, and such that 
pLm^ h"^  < -n < > 1 - e 
for all n > Nq . 
Using the procedures employed in Theorem 4.1 we have 
V—i V—JL. 
TJsxn.^  ajenjuiSr 
D-l • Op(n-®) 
snd = Op(n"^ ), 3,2 = for i = 0,1,... ,-P-2. 
Define 
*t,i t^-i " ^ il^ t-1 " ^ i2^ t^-l"^ t-2^  
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for all t, i = 0,1, ...,p-2. Consider the regression of q on 
%t,p-2  ^~ 1,2, ...,n. 
We have 
^^ t-j " ^ jl^ t-1 " 
tfl't-i't-j - 9jl t!i"t-lZt-i 
^j2 ^ ^^^\-l"^t-2^^t-i • ^ il A-A-.j 
" ^ il^ jl ^ fi^ t-1 ^  ^ il^ j2 ^ J^ t^-l^ t^-l"^ t-2^  
1^2 ^ ^^ ^^ t-l"^ t-2^ Vj ^  ^ i2^ jl ^ ^^ \-l^ t^-l"^ t-2^  
1^2 I^ j2 tt^ '^ t-l"-t-2) 
; A o*^ /^  4 4 \ -P/^ n n r\'LJ -p-m-m +."h-î c r»o<5TiT+-. ar>H +.>¥» "Pfl.r*+. +'.'h»*h 
If one knew that had two characteristic roots equal to one 
would difference the series twice and regress on Z^  
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\-IH-2 oT^ tain an estimator of say J = {yj^ >y2" • ' >7^ .2^ -
Under normality of the e^ /s, y would be the maximum likelihood estimator 
for y with 5^  = Gg = 1 known. 
Theorem $.2. Let be defined by ($.1). Let ^  = (^ 1^ 2^^  ' " the 
vector of estimated regression coefficients on Z^ _2^ ... 
obtained in the regression of on Y^ _^ ; ^^ t-l"^ t-2^ ' ^ t-l'""''^ t-p+2 
t = 1,2, ...,n. Let ^  * ''^ p-2^  ' estimated regression 
coefficients obtained by regressing on Z_^  ...,Z^  for t = 1,2, ...,n. 
Then 
- %) = ' 
Proof. The result follows from the development in Theorem ^ .1. Q 
We therefore obtain estimators of y with the same large sample prop­
erties in spite of our ignorance of the true situation 6^  = 6^  = 1. 
We next consider the prediction errors using the two models, one where 
it is known two roots are equal to unity and one in which all parameters 
are estimated. Let ... ,7^  g) ' be defined as in Theorem 5.1 
and let (Tn o) ' defined as in Theorem 5.2. On the basis of J- CL p—«— 
the observations (Y ,,Y ,...,Y ) we wish to make a forecast of length 
—p+j- —p+c n 
s > 1, i.e. estimate Y^ ^^ . without incorporating the knowledge 6^  = 2^ ~ 
 ^forecast is ^^ +3-1 + VVs-l-Vs-s' + ^ lVs-1 + 
Â^+s-2 * • • • " ^p-aVs-p+E "here is defined recursively as 
\+l l^^ n °2^ \ ' \-l^  ^  ^ l^ n ^  yp-2^ n-p+l 
A A 
and successive estimators are formed by replacing Y , by Y , = Z , is 
n+k n-rk n-fk 
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defined as - S^ Vk-l " " ^ 2'" In=°>TOrating the 
knowledge that = ôg = 1^  we form in the analogous manner using 
the estimated regression equation 
n^ " ^ \-l " ^ n-2 ^  ^ l^ n-1 ^  ^ 2^ n-2 +  ^^ p-2^ n-p+2 ' 
Theorem 2.3. Under the assumptions of this section 
Vs - Vs = • 
Rroof. The result follows since (^ -^l)Y^  = 0^ (n (&2-l)(Y^ -Y^ _^ ) = 
0^ (n"^ /^ ), and - y.)Z = 0 (n"^ /^ ) for j = l,2,...,p-2. fl 
P Jo J P 
On the basis of the results of Dickey (197^ ) the analogous results 
are seen to hold when there is one characteristic root equal to one. 
Limiting Distributions 
We have shown that the suitably normalized least squares estimators 
for model (4.1) possess limiting distributions which we have characterized. 
We will now consider the limiting distributions of the regression esti­
mators for higher order processes vrLth two unit roots. We will consider 
model (5.1) and adopt the notation of Theorem %1. Consider the model 
"t " °^ l"t-l 2^^ -2 ^  ^"p\-p t^ t = 1, 2 , . . .  
= 0 t < 0 , 
where [e^ }^ _^  is a sequence of i.i.d. (0,cr^ ) random variables, and the 
roots m-,mp, ...>m of the associated characteristic equation satisfy 1. d. p 
m 
= m = 1, |m.| < 1 j = 3.M-,...,p. We may also write 
C. J 
?t = ?t_l + (?t-l - Tt-g) + Zt t = 1,2, 
= 0 t < 0 , 
where fz,]" _ satisfies f't=-p+3 
\ l^^ t-1 ^   ^ ®t t - 1,2, 
= 0 t < 0 . 
We now consider the limiting distribution of ( (0^  - 1), (og - 1) ) ' where 
0^  and ^ 2 are defined in Theorem =^ 1. From the development in Theorem p. 1 
we have 
U \ / ?  
«1-1 
2^-1/ 
n 
t-1 
U=± 
z Y; 
t=i 
n 
\-l/n 
0 (n-5/2) . 
P • 
Define 
t^ "^ l^ t-l " y2^ t-2 V Y 'p-2 t-p+2 t = 1;2, .. 
= n 
-1,0 
Then satisfies 
Now 
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" ^ t-1 ^  (^ t-1 ' ^t-2^  t = 1,2, 
= 0 t = 1 r \  — V /  
/ELXl-l = .=.("^ -1 - Tï^ l 
t-1 t=l ;-2 • " ^ p-2^ t-iH-l^  
and 
~h  ^ 2. t 
" ' ' '1 " • - ^ ,-2)" j/l-l + 
Therefore, 
n 
n'^  Z Yf T = (1 
t=l "b-1 
- ri - 72 - ... - rp.2)-V^  lxl_^ + o^ (n-^ ) 
Also 
= Z [(?t.i - %.2 ' ••• - yp-srt-p+i) 
b=l *u—X 
VI. m — A ,  ^
* "G-X • X Û-C V — V 4- "v V -t" -4- _0 • / 1 - + _Q - + v _Y. ' -n-V T.-TT ' 
- ~ "^ 1^ -2 ' p^-2^ t-iH-l^  
( (^ t-1 " "'^ l^ t^-2"^ t-3^  ' '• "'^ p-2^ t^-prl"\-p^  ^
Therefore, 
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o=± -Vs'^  
-1\ 
J^t-l(\-l-V2' °p(" ) t=l 
and 
^ ^ ^(i-r3_-r2" 
t=± 
\ - 2  ^  
,(X.^ .^ -X 
ana 
In the same manner, 
//t-ft - },h.l% + %(•>"''' ' t=l t=l 
t=l T3=l 
where 
C = (1 - - Tg - ... - y^ _^ ) . 
Therefore the limiting distribution of (n^ vS.-l), n(S^ =l))' is the sszie as 
_L d 
that of C(n^ (^ -,-l), n(Bg-l)) where and are defined in Theorem 4.1. 
Because 
Il4 
Z tY T = n"7/2 Z tX t 0 , 
t=l t=l P 
and 
n-5/2 j . 11-5/2 ^ -1 S + O^ Cn"^ ) , 
L»— _L V—J. 
the analogous results hold when an intercept and a time trend are included 
in the model. We also note that Theorem ^ -.4 is applicable in these situ­
ations and that the test statistics analogous to 3, 5^ (2), 3^ (3)^  
and 3 (4) have the same limiting distributions as is the second order 
T 
case. 
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CHAPTER VI. EXANLPLES 
Box and Jenkins Series C 
Box and Jenkins (1970, p. 528) list 226 consecutive temperature 
readings on a chemical process. The readings were taken at one minute 
intervals. We used the observations as given in Box and Jenkins to ob­
tain the following statistics: 
Y, = .2747 + .OOOit + .9876Y. T + .8152(Y, .-Y, _) 8^  = .0175,(6.1) 
T (.1024) (.0001) (.0GK4)T-L ( GGGG) 
Y, = .2766 + . 9876Y, . + .8151(Y. -,~Y. _) = .0174. (6.2) 
t (.1006) (.0Ck4)t-i , 0283) t-2 
From (6.1) we calculate statistics to test the hypothesis that the 
series was generated by an autoregressive process with two unit roots. We 
calculate 3^ (2) = 16.68. We conppare this value to the tabulated value of 
12.31 and reject the null hypothesis at the .01 level. 
From (6.2) we calculate - -2.853 to test the hypothesis that the 
observations were generated by a nonstationary second order autoregressive 
process with one characteristic rcct equal to one. We coznpnre this value 
to the tabulated value for given in table 8.5.2 of Fuller (1976). We 
have P(T^ < -2.88] = .05. 
We next compute the regression 
1 = 1-?+ p) 3= = .0180 . (6.3) 
^ (.038) 
To summarize, we conclude that the model with two unit roots is not 
Il6 
compatible with the data, while the nonstationary siodel (6.3) is just 
acceptable at the O.O5 level. The weight of the evidence is that the 
observations are generated by a second order stationary autoregressive 
process with a nonzero mean. The estimated stationary model is given by 
(Y -^22.256) = 1.803(Y^_j_-22.256) - .815(Y^_2-22.256) = .0174.(6.4) 
Gross National Product 
Nelson (1973; p. 100) lists 80 observations on seasonally adjusted 
U.S. gross national product. The data is quarterly from 19^ 7-01 through 
1966-04. In modelling the data, we have taken logarithms and have con­
sidered autoregressive processes with a possible linear time trend. 
We used the observations to obtain the following statistics: 
Y, = .6344 + .0016 t + .8849 Y, 1 + .5894 (Y, T-Y, _) 3^ =1.365x10"^ , (6.5) 
t (.1883) (.0005) (.0346) (.0921) t-j 
Y, = .0200 + .9979 Y, , + .5426 (Y, ,-Y, _) 3^  = 1.544x10"^  , (6.6) 
t (.0267) (.0044) (.0968) t-1 t-2 
Y,-Y, , = .0074 - 7xl0"^ t + .5433 (Y^  .-Y, p) 32 = 1.549x10"^  , (6.7) 
" (.0034) (6xlO~^ ) (.0970) 
Y.-Y 1 = .0071 + .5438 (Y, T-Y, _) 2= = 1.529x10"^ . (6.8) 
t (,0021) (.0963) t_2 
On the basis of Chapter III we may use the limiting normal theory for 
regression equation (6.5} if there is a time trend in Y^ -Y^  However, 
on the basis of the fitted equation (6.7) we will use the theory 
HT 
developed in Chapter V to test for two unit roots in equation (6.5). 
The 3^ (^ ) valu.; to test the hypothesis of two unit roots for 
equation (6.5) is 
3 (4) = 9.06 . 
T 
On the basis of table 4.4 we reject the hypothesis that there are two 
unit roots. 
To test the hypothesis of one unit root we may use regression 
equation (6.5) and Dickey's statistic. We have 
= -3.329 ; 
which is not significant at the .05 level but is significant at the 0.10 
level (see Fuller (1976^  p. 373)). The evidence suggests that the 
observations are generated by a stationary autoregressive process with 
a time trending mean. 
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APPEKDIX A 
Define the time series {Y^ :t = -p+l,-p+2,...] by 
Y, = 2 ct .Y, - + e t = 1,2,.., 
t 3 t-J t 
= t  = -p+i , -p+2, . . . ,o  ,  
"Where {e^:t = 1,2,...} is a sequence of independent identically distrib­
uted random variables with mean zero and variance cr^ and 
. ;... ;y ,)' is an initial vector of fixed constants. Suppose V —1 —P+J. 
that we observe Y^  for t = -pfl,-p+2,... ,n. We shall show that, under 
noiraality of the sequence {e^ }, the least squares estimator of 
a = ... ,0^ ) ' is the maximum likelihood estimator of a. 
Define e = (e^ , e^ ,...,e^ )'. Then e has probability density function 
n 
f(e) = (2no^ )  ^ exp{- ^  e'e] . 
The transformation 
e = A Y 4- C 
where 
i' (Y^.V-'V ' 
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-0!/-
1 
•«1 
0 
-CK p-1 *'' -cir- -°1 
-a 
and 
r 
"ifi 
•à 
i_ 
-Vo 
0 
has unit Jacohian, Therefore the inverse transformation also has -unit 
Jacohian. The logarithm of the likelihood function is 
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L(a) = - I log(2n<T^) - i J (Y^ - - ... - orYt_p)2 . 
The Tnayi-miTm likelihood, estimator is therefore a the least squares estima­
tor of a obtained hy regressing Y, on Y, -,,y, ...,Y, _ for t = l,2,...,n. 
0 O—-L "U-^ "C—P 
It also follows that the maximum likelihood, estimator of is 
 ^= 5 - - - Vt-p'^  • 
We note that ho^  is just the residual sum of squares obtained in the above 
regression and that these results do not depend on a the vector of 
parameters. 
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APPEMDIX B 
Define the time series = 0,1,...] by 
S. - S , + G. j - 1^ 2,.. 
J J J 
= 0 j = 0 , 
where {eyzj = 1, 2 , . . . }  is a sequence of independent identically distrib­
uted random variables with mean zero and variance cr^ . We have 
So = 0 ' 
'8. = Z e. for j = 1,2,. 
 ^ i=l  ^
Define Z (t) for te[0,l], n = 1,2,... by 
n' 
%n(t) - "Lntj " ®Lnt]+l ' 
where [nt] is the largest integer less than or equal to nt. A realiza­
tion of the random variable Z (t) is therefore a continuous function in t 
n 
r „ _ -1 
on Lv, j-j. 
A  ^ n , 
Define p = ( S S,S, -)( S S , 
j=l  ^ 'j=l 
Therefore 
n n 
(p-l) , ( S..^ e.)l_E_ S=_ 2 \-l 
d=i ~ j=i ~ J 
Also 
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= I tn-l + o^(l) 
= Ç [Zj(l) - 1] + Op(l) 
Further, 
n"^  S  ^ = 0^  Zj(t)dt + 0 (1) ; 
j^ l "^ 0  ^
and 
A i LZ!(1) - 1] 
^0 * 
Donsker's Theorem, (see Donsker (1951))^  says that --^ >W where W 
is the Wiener process la [o,l] with W(0) = 0 and V[W(t)] = t. That is 
the joint distribution of {Z^ (t):te[0,l3} converges to the joint distri­
bution of {w(t):teCo,l]} where W(t) is the Wiener process. 
Now let (C,T^ ) denote the set of all continuous functions 
f:[0,1] —together with the uniform topology. Suppose h:C —>R is 
continuous except on a set oi Wiener measure zero. Donsker has shown 
h(Z^ ) —^ h(W) . 
Let 
«V • SS" • " 
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Now, h is continuous in the uniform topology except at the zero function. 
It therefore follows that 
.(^ .1) -A-> ^  
W^ (t)dt 
'0 
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